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City | crime

Campus | parking

Woman assaulted on Grant Avenue Doudna
By Matt Hopf
Associate News Editor
An Eastern student reported she
was sexually assaulted off-campus
Tuesday evening.
A campus-wide e-mail was sent to
all Eastern students and employees
Wednesday night after the incident
was reported.
According to the e-mail sent out
by Dan Nadler, vice president for
student affairs, the woman reported

university |
enrollment

Student
numbers
drop as
planned

a white male on Grant Avenue possibly between Fourth Street and University Drive sexually assaulted her
between 7:30 and 8 p.m. No further
information was available.
Charleston Police Chief Mark
Jenkins said a report has not been
filed with the Charleston Police
Department. He said she reported
the incident at the Counseling Center on campus.
Sandy Cox, director of the Counseling Center, said she could not con-

firm or deny any information regarding student contact with the center.
Nadler said he did not know if the
assault was reported at the Counseling Center, adding the incident was
reported to the university.
University Police Chief Adam
Due said the department has asked
officers to pay extra attention to
the west side of campus, as well as
be more alert. He added students
should avoid walking alone, and students should travel in well-lit, popu-

lated areas.
“We mostly want to encourage
the public to report suspicious persons or incidents,” Due said.
Anyone with information on
the incident, or similar incidents,
should contact the Charleston Police
Department at 348-5221 or the
University Police Department at
581-3212.
Matt Hopf can be reached at 581-7942
or at mthopf@eiu.edu.

campus | people

Parents honored for their work with adoption agency

By Stephen Di Benedetto
News Editor

»

See enrollment, Page 5

Lot east of fine arts
center now just for
staff parking; more
changes to come
By KRISTINA PETERS
Editor in Chief

2008-2009 totals
stick closer to
administrators’
optimal enrollment

President Bill Perry is pleased with
the 12,040 students Eastern enrolled
for the 2008-09 school year.
Enrollment numbers, which were
released Thursday, decreased slightly from 12,179 students last year
to 12,040 this year. Last year’s total
was the second highest enrollment in
Eastern’s history.
Perry said he was pleased with
the number because it is around his
optimal number, 12,000 students,
for the university.
“When it was higher… that put
some strain on our faculty resources and our physical resources,” Perry
said. “To come down from that level
was important.”
He added that after he looked at
student-to-faculty ratios, facilities
and classrooms he determined that
12,000 students were about the right
level for Eastern.
He said he also looked at tuition
and state revenue because the university needs sufficient enrollment to
support its operations.
“What we were trying to do is
have a soft landing at 12,000 and
not to undershoot,” Perry said. “Our
goal going forward is to keep our
enrollment around that 12,000 level.”
Undergraduate enrollment decreased from 10,410 last year to
10,261 this year. Freshmen enrollment increased from 2,581 last year
to 2,649 this year. Graduate student
enrollment increased slightly from
1,769 last year to 1,779 this year.

parking
lot gets
new job

Karolina Strack | The Daily Eastern News

Michael Dubois, student teaching coordinator, sneaks his wife Nancy Dubois a kiss while posing
with a photo of two of their adopted daughters, who are nine and 12 years old. Michael and Nancy
Dubois were nominated by Rep. Tim Johnson to be honored at the Congressional Coalition on
Adoption Institute in Washington, D.C.

angels on campus
By Brittni Garcia
Campus Editor
Student Teaching Coordinator Michael Dubois
and his wife, Nancy Dubois, an Eastern alumna,
are 2008 Angels in Adoption recipients.
On Sept. 16, both will attend the Congressional Coalition on Adoption Institute in Washington, D.C., where they will be honored for their
work for their participation in Operation Starfish, an adoption awareness and support organization.
The Angels in Adoption program is the Con-

gressional Coalition on Adoption Institute’s public campaign and allows Congress to honor people
who enrich lives of foster children and orphans.
Congressman Tim Johnson, R-Urbana, nominated the two for their advocacy and support of
adoption issues.
After returning from Russia with their daughter, Nina, in 1997, Nancy Dubois and her late
husband, Larry Kurlander, decided they wanted
to help other families adopt both nationally and
domestically.

»

See angels, Page 5

The Fine Arts East parking lot
was converted from a staff/upperclassmen lot to a staff lot Wednesday — just one of three changes to Eastern parking to happen
within a month.
Gary Reed, director of facilities planning and management,
said the lot was converted to a
staff lot to support the academic functions within the Doudna
Fine Arts Center.
The old signs in the Fine Arts
East parking lot, north of Hayes
Avenue and east of Doudna, were
replaced Wednesday with new
signs.
Lieutenant John Hatfill of the
University Police Department said
the original plan was to replace
the signs during the summer.
“There was a delay in getting
the signs made and putting them
out,” he said.
Now that the signs are up,
UPD will be putting flyers on
vehicles parked in the Fine Arts
East lot to notify drivers of the
change.
Hatfill said citations for parking in the lot would not be given
right away.
“We will give them about a
week’s grace period,” he said.
Hatfill said the same would
be done once the west row of the
Ninth Street lot that faces Ninth
Street is also converted to a staff
lot. The west row contains a total
of 26 parking spaces.
The other rows will remain
available to staff, upperclassmen
and underclassmen.
Hatfill said the signs would be
up within the next week.
Additional parking is being
built across from the Fine Arts
East parking lot on the corner of
Ninth Street and Garfield Avenue.
Reed said the lot on Ninth
Street and Garfield Avenue will be
call the Buzzard H-3 lot and will
support the additional vehicular
needs of Doudna.
Staff and upperclassmen will
be able to park at the Buzzard H3 lot, which will have a total of 34
parking spaces.
“It should be done by the end
of this month, or the beginning
of October,” Hatfill said.
Kristina Peters can be reached at
581-7936 or at kmpeters2@eiu.edu.
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ENTERTAINMENT A DAILY LOOK

West arrested at Los Angeles airport
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Kanye West's
notoriously fickle temper boiled over
Thursday, resulting in his arrest for
apparently helping smash a paparazzo's camera on the floor at Los Angeles International Airport.
Police arrested the music superstar shortly before 8 a.m.
He and his manager, Don Crowley, were booked for investigation
of felony vandalism, although prosecutors will determine what charges
they might face.
West was released from police
custody by Thursday afternoon.
Blair Berk, who was retained as his
artorney, said she couldn't comment
on the incident.
Clips of the video shot by the celebrity gossip site TMZ shows West
and Crowley grabbing the camera
from a photographer, who is yelling
"Police! Police!" and "Help me!" Mter they wrest it away, it appears that

the manager smashes the camera to
the ground, and the rapper follows
by slamming down a flash.

NBC ahead, nearly
sold out on Super Bowl ads
NEW YORK - NBC has sold
nearly all of its commercial time
during next year's Super Bowl,
beating expectations despite a soft
advertising market.
The network said Thursday it
has sold 85 percent of its available
slots. Strong categories include automobiles and movies.
A dozen 30-second commercials
sold for $3 million apiece.
With only about 10 slots left,
NBC could command even more
money for each.
Normally, about 60 percent of
Super Bowl ad slots get sold by this
time of year, when the professional
football season's final bout is still
more than four months away.
The Wall Street Journal reported

on the development earlier on its
Web site.
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dies in L.A. at 64
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LOS ANGELES - Jacqui Landrum, who teamed with her husband to choreograph many Hollywood films, has died. She was 64.
Landrum died of cancer Aug.
29 in Los Angeles, her husband
Bill Landrum told the Los Angeles
Times.
The Landrums coordinated giant, writhing crowds and choreographed gyrating rockers in the biopics "Great Balls of Fire" and "The
Doors."
The couple also worked on several Coen brothers films including
"Barton Fink" and "The Big Lebowski," which featured a Busby
Berkeley-inspired dance number
set in a surreal bowling alley with
Vikings, showgirls in bowling-pin
hats and Saddam Hussein.
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KAROLINA STRACK I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore flanker Tiffany Kennedy catches the ball during practice on Wednesday. See dennews.com for a slideshow
of women's rugby. The Panthers will play Wisconsin-Stevens Point at 2:30p.m. on Saturday at Lakeside Rugby Field.
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WHAT THE ••• WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

Lewd vandal leaves greasy imprint on Neb. town
The Associated Press
VALENTINE, Neb.- Boy, how people here wish
their busiest vandal would find another way to make
his mark.
Beginning more than a year ago, some man has
been skipping from one business to another at night,
pressing his naked behind - sometimes his groin,
sometimes both- on windows. Store owners, church
workers and school janitors have had to wash lotion
and petroleum jelly off the windows he selects.
"This is the weirdest case I've ever seen," said police
Chief Ben McBride.
Some residents ofValentine, a town of about 2,650
people, find some humor in the strange vandalism and
have taken to calling the perpetrator the "Butt Bandit." But they also can't help but cringe when finding
his marks.
"We were completely grossed out," said Kalli
Kieborz, who works in a downtown building. "One

day I walked into the office and an employee said,
'Oh, my God, we've been struck!'"
The police chief is far from amused.
"It's not funny," McBride said. "We're worried
about the next step."
It started in spring 2007, when the window of a
Methodist church was greased with an imprint. McBride figured it was a high school prank. But the
church kept getting hit, even after police staked it
out.
The bandit struck business after business, window
after window last summer.
Then he- and maybe, McBride said, copycat vandals - stopped over the fall and winter.
"People said he was done," McBride said. "Then he
started back up this summer."
During one particularly brazen session, virtually all
the windows at a local hotel were imprinted.
McBride said no one has reported seeing the vandal in action.
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

COMMITTEE ALMOST FORMED
Vice president of
business affairs search
to end before October
By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor
Robert Augustine, dean of the
Graduate School, will chair the
search committee for the vice president of business affairs.
Jeff Cooley, current vice president
of business affairs, announced on
June 10 he would retire on Dec. 31.
Cooley has worked at Eastern
for 25 years starting as the director of internal auditing before being
promoted to assistant vice president in 1997 and then appointed to
vice president for business affairs in
2001.

"H e can't be replaced and his
shoes will not be fill-able, but we will
have someone to follow in that position," said President Bill Perry.
The rest of the search committee
has yet to be formed.
Once school started, Perry asked
chairs from different committees to
suggest lists of names to be on the
search committee.
Those governing bodies include
Student Senate, Staff Senate and Faculty Senate.
Perry said he should have the rest
of the names by the end of this week.
Once the names are in, the committee will be formed and will begin to
meet.
"We'll move at all due speed,"
Perry said. "But we're going to conduct a deliberate, thoughtful search
so that we get the best person possi-

ble to succeed Mr. Cooley."
Augustine is expecting to have
the first meeting with the committee
by the end of September.
The committee will then review
and update the job description before
setting up a recruitment plan, which
would include where the committee
plans to advertise and how they plan
to get interested candidates, Augustine added.
"As soon as all of that is approved
then we'll get our advertising up, and
we'll start accepting applications," he
said.
At this point, Augustine said the
goal of the committee is not to try
and fill the position by the time of
Cooley's retirement.
'1 think we're hoping to do a
national search and have someone in
place sometime in this academic year

but not necessarily by the time of
Cooley's retirement," Augustine said.
"Our primary goal is to attract the
best available candidates, and we're
going to do that very strategically
and take our time to do it well."
Augustine said he doesn't want to
put the committee into that kind of
short timeline.
"We want to ensure that we have
gotten the information out to the
broadest audience and ensure that
we attract the best applicants for the
position," he said. "I think it will
be our goal that we ensure we have
a strong applicant pool first rather
than try to achieve an appointment
by Mr. Cooley's retirement deadline."
Emily Zulz can be reached at 581-7942
or at eazufz@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I STUDENT LIFE

Secretary of State
services comes today
The Illinois Secretary of State
mobile services will visit campus
from 9:30a.m. to 3 p.m. today in
the Bridge Lounge of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The group will offer renewals
to students' driver's licenses and
Illinois ID cards.
The group will also conduct
vehicle sticker sales, vehicle registration and other services.
For more information, visit www.
cyberd riveillinois.com.

Alumnus to host book
signing in Mattoon
Eastern alumnus Craig Sanders will sign copies of his book
"Mattoon and Charleston Area
Railroads" from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday atWaldenbooks in the
Cross Country Mall, 700 E. Broadway Ave., Mattoon.
Sanders' book explains why
railroads were instrumental to
the development of Mattoon and
Charleston.
The book details how railroads
allowed both cities to become
regional centers for agriculture,
industry and commerce.
Sanders, a Mattoon native,
grad uated from Eastern in 1974
with a degree in history and
political science.
For more information, call 2353441.
-Compiled by News Editor
Stephen DiBenedetto

ON CAMPUS
TODAY
'Sex and the City' film
Timel7p.m.
Location I Buzzard
Auditorium

KARLA BROWNING ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Heather Carnahan, a senior Spanish major, reads her book for class in her room Tuesday afternoon in McKinney Hall. Carnahan has lived on campus
all four years and said, "It is nice to not have to worry about paying bills:'

'Faculty Chamber Recital'
Time 17:30 p.m.
Location I Tarble Arts Center
More info I 581-6582

Upperclassmen prefer university housing
Stevenson, Lincoln and
Douglas Halls have
more juniors, seniors
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor
Mark H udson, director of housing and dining, believes upper-class
students stay on campus because it's
convenient and students like it.
"We have seen students that live
on campus their first year, usually stay on campus for their second
year," H udson said.
Some universities, like John Carroll University in University H eights,
Ohio, have recently seen an increase
with resident living.
They specifically have over capacitated resident halls.
Alissa Roberts, a senior nursing
major, is a resident ofStevenson H all
for her fourth semester. She said she
likes Stevenson because it's convenient and she has friends all over her
resident hall floor.

"I heard living off campus, your
friend pool minimizes a ton," Roberts said.
Michelle H opper, complex director for Stevenson H all, Lincoln H all
and Douglas H all, said Stevenson is
one of the first residence halls to fill.
"A lot of it has to do with the
suite style," H opper said. '1t's kind
of living in an apartment minus the
kitchen."
Capacity in Stevenson is usually
around 250. Right now 104 juniors,
121 seniors and two graduate students live there now, which equals
227 people.
For Roberts, Stevenson is in the
middle of everything and is convenient. H aving to pay separate bills
was also a concern for her.
"I have friends who live off campus who pay different amounts for
bills for the size of their room," Roberts said.
In order to live in Stevenson, you
must be an upperclassman with the
right amount of credit hours.
"A majority of them live with us

in Stevenson," H opper said.
H opper said living on campus
helps build a community with people with similar interests.
She said residents in Stevenson
are most likely in classes that focus
on their majors and student teaching. She also said most of them are
around the same age range.
"For the safety and security issue,
we have all the right steps in place,"
H opper said. "We have night assistants from 12 to 4 a.m., resident
assistants to assist academically and
in life skills, etc."
H opper added most upper-class
students live on campus because of
benefits and cost.
"Cost is a part of it," H opper
said. "I think gas prices would be a
problem if we were in an urban area,
and we are in a rural area."
H opper said Stevenson, Lincoln
and Douglas H alls are up in numbers with upper-class students, but
not dramatically.
The biggest turn over in Stevenson is between the fall and spring

semesters because students graduate
and transfer.
John Van Uyrve, a senior social
science major, is living on campus
for his fifth year here at Eastern. H e
is currently a resident on the second
floor in Taylor.
Van Uyrve said the economy has
nothing to do with living on campus.
"My off campus plans fell
through, and I honestly like living
here," Van Uytve said.
H e enjoys living in Taylor because
most of his classes are located across
the parking lot in Coleman H all.
"I wouldn't say I recommend it
for everyone because it is a personal
choice to stay here," Van Uyrve said.
"It is about as convenient as can be,
because in my opinion we are almost
a town within Charleston as well."
H udson said the university is still
awaiting the total of upperclassmen
living on campus.
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 581 7942 or at bggarcia@eiu.edu.

BLOTTER
Atemporary license plate was
reported stolen from an Oldsmobile on Sept. 8, while parked in
the Ninth Street parking lot, the
police said.
Awindow was reported broken
on Sept. 9 at the Food Court located in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, the police said.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone 1581 -7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit 11811 Buzzard Hall
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letter to the editor
PUSHING FOR SUSTAINABLILITY
In response to your article "Dining
halls begin to 'go green"' (9/11/08), it
was encouraging to see that the university staff is working to reduce our collective impact on the planet by increasing the sustainability of the EIU campus. It's important to note though that
there is an easier way to increase sustainability than ditching meal trays in
the dining halls, which is to expand the
vegetarian and vegan options. According to a recent United Nations study,
raising animals for food contributes
more to global warming than all of the
cars, trains, boats, and trains combined.
If we really want to make a difference,
without having to overhaul the structure of the dining halls, the first step
would be to cut out the meat.
Across the board, animal agriculture squanders the limited resources we have by funneling them through
animals raised for meat and other animal products. For example, we currently feed more than 70 percent of the
grains raised in this country to animals
raised for food, rather than eating the
grains directly. Similarly, nearly half of
the water and 80 percent of agricultural
land consumed in this country is used
for livestock, when it could be used
to grow food directly for human consumption. This wasteful use of resources
also impacts local environments. Currently, farmed animals produce about
130 times as much excrement as the
entire U.S. population, much of which
finds its way into our local waterways.
Thankfully, it's never been easier to
find delicious and "green" meals on the
go. With local grocery stores stocking
the shelves with products like vegetarian
BBQ "riblets" and vegan pizza, not to
mention chain restaurants like Denny's
and Burger King adding veggie burgers
to the menus, there's never been a better
time to eat sustainably and cruelty-free.
RyanHuling
College Camp aign Coordinator
peta2.com

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of The DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words. Letters to the editor can be
brought in with identification to The
DEN at 1811 Buzzard H all. Letters
may also be submitted electronically
from the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.

For the sake
of our future
•
generation
STAFF EDITORIAL

~orhlngtosaveandspend

money in the right places
Becoming economically efficient and environmentally friendly are now major priorities in
Charleston. While spending less and advertising
'going green' initiatives has been a common trend
throughout the country, Charleston is making
strives toward both simultaneously.
Charleston has brought in Siemens Building
Technologies, Inc., to conclude their investment
grade audit on the city's energy efficiency.
The audit will look at city buildings, plants
and machinery that can be improved or replaced
with new energy saving technologies. Eastern is
praised for similar efforts that included motion
detecting lights and electrical systems upgrades
that prevented the unneeded use of electricity.
By bringing in someone with expertise from
the outside, the taxpayers of Charleston will benefit in the long run, and the city has already
begun making changes to cut energy costs.
Responsible spending is to commended.
One of the ways Charleston is looking to save
a little money is through solar power technologies
for the Charleston Rotary Community Aquatic
Center.
City manager
"Charleston residents
Scott Smith told

OUR VIEW
• Situation: The city of Charleston is improving city buildings to reduce utility costs, and is
also working with Citizens for Recycling.
• Stance: Charleston is demonstrating good
governance in becoming more fiscally sound
and by answering the public calls for recycling.

would be eco friendly.
Citizens for Recycling has held public meetings
in the Carnegie Public Library throughout the
summer to organize their campaign, and rallied
more than 76 people to a July 14 meeting that
involved a dialogue between city officials.
The group has made immense progress since
then having received more than 800 signatures
for their suggested roadside-recycling program.
The program would have a 40 to 60 percent
cost increase, but the initiative formed because of
the relocation of the recycling bin from Lincoln
Avenue location next to McDonalds to Route

130.

The sheer fact
that the public is
should be proud
speaking out for
that their city administration is making
The Daily Eastern
something it wants
advancements toward effective use of tax
News on April27
is a testament to
that the pool genThe
democracy.
money."
support Citizens
erates the largest
water bill in the
for Recycling has
city because of
gained in its short
three months of existence deserves to be applaudthe obvious quantity of water needed.
With the pool open for about three to four
ed and furthermore, the city's cooperation speaks
months, it seems like a good place to start when
loudly to its credibility.
it comes to reducing utility expenses.
Citizens for Recycling member Kathy H ummel told the July 14 crowd that in a national
The solar power technologies should not be
limited to the pool either, it can also be used to
study, about 15 to 20 percent of citizens particiheat water for showers, and thus maintaining
pate in recycling. The study said the implemenenergy costs even more.
tation of a curbside program could raise recycling
participation in a given community to 90 or 95
Geothermal technologies for the fire stations
and infrared heating for Public Works are also
percent. With those potential results, the city
being looked into and if used, the modifications
should seriously consider implementing the curbwould save the city big money and remove the
side recycling program, at least on a trial basis.
reliance on gas powered heating.
All three private contractors that currently
serve the area of Charleston's waste management
The city also plans on upgrading the efficiency
on the heating and cooling systems.
and trash haul could include recycling pick up at
Cost reductions are even being implemented in an additional cost.
city hall- literally. The newly renovated building
Coles County Sanitation and Recycling, Inc.
and Morton Disposal would, however, have to
is now equipped with two-bulb lighting fixtures,
pay Veolia Environmental Services to use their
new windows for natural light, sensor-triggered
transfer station that they recently invested in for
lighting and upgraded building insulation.
The two-bulb lighting fixtures are more effiapproximately $4.5 million.
Veolia's transfer station will collect all the hauls
cient than the four-bulb fixtures that City H all
from the private contractors and store them until
previously used and with more windows for natural light, actual light bulbs won't have to be used enough is collected to send to a processing plant.
"Veolia holds million dollar cards here," H umas often. The sensor triggered lighting, which is
also implemented at Eastern, will prevent the city mel said. "Unless the private companies want to
spend their money to transport the refuse to the
from buying unneeded electricity due to lights
being left on.
processing plant themselves."
Charleston residents should be proud that
Curbside recycling is a cost the community
wants, and the expense is for a good cause. Just
their city administration is making advancements
toward effective use of tax money.
like finding cost efficiencies in City H all, impleThe community is doing its part in approachmenting a curbside recycling program is the right
ing city officials about new recycling services that
thing to do.

When our astronauts soared through
space and looked back at the Earth, they
saw an image that no words can ever
express, the finite nature of the Earth.
They did not see a service station to refi.Iel or a grocery store to replenish; they saw
nearly 75 percent of the Earth covered
with water and 97 percent of that salt
water. A large part of the dry land is covered with glaciers, deserts, mountains and
forest - all uninhabitable for humans or
soil to produce food. Our investigations
indicate that resources below the Earth's
surface, to support the present 6.5 billion
population that is growing by more than
85 million a year, is finite or running out.
For example, places that were the largest
oil and gas producing regions in the United States are no longer.
The fundamental question that we as
Spaceship Earth passengers are asking
is can we continue the present trend of
using and discarding resources and generating pollution without adverse consequences. H ow will the future look that we
and our offspring leave?
We see a glimpse of that future all
over the planet; air pollution and overcrowding in major cities, hunger and disease in parts of Africa, Asia, South America and world-wide competition for limited resources. Is it too late to change the
present course? Are we on the path of
no return? Not yet, if we use our vision,
foresight, compassion and critical and
reflective thinking.
Just consider a few small, practical and
bearable steps that could postpone that
future or even divert it. For example, if
every adult turns off electricity and water
when not needed, saves one gallon of gasoline a week and uses reusable water botdes, that would save approximately 200
million gallons of gasoline, 150 million
kilowatts of electricity and 250 million
gallons of water in one week. In addition,
there is the bonus of significantly reducing pollution and greenhouse gases generated otherwise.
One of the easiest and most effective
ways to accomplish a majority of these
savings is to recycle. This will lower consumption of energy resources, metals,
save countless numbers of trees, generate
less pollution, reduce our dependency on
other countries and leave a much better
future for all who come after us.
Fortunately, Charleston has a dedicated Citizens for Recycling Group and City
Officers. Mayor John lnyart, City Manager Scott Smith and Council Member Jeff
Lahr attended all of the Citizens for Recycling meetings.
They've made presentations and have
been supportive of the Recycling Plan for
Charleston. We are hopeful that our city
will develop an effective recycling plan
and be a first rate example for the young
people in this town and a legacy of this
generation.
Join the discussion with the Charleston City Council on Tuesday at 7 p.m. A
dialogue has begun, and your opinion is
valued because we share this community.

Alan Baharlou is a professor and the
chair emeritus ofgeology and geography. He
can be reached at 581-7942 or at
DENopinions@gmailcom.
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UNIVERSITY I BOARD O F TRUSTEES

Pepsi likely to retain beverage contract
Board to vote today on
new 5-year agreement
By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor

Pepsi will likely stay the exclusive beverage provider for vending machines and fountain soda on
campus.
That is just one of the items the
Board ofTrustees will have to decide
on at its meeting at 1 p.m. today in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
"I don't see any problem with

>> En roll ment
FR OM PAGE 1
Perry said the reason undergraduate enrollment is down from
last year is because of that soft
landing.
"There will always be a lirtle
fluctuation there," he said.
There is no cause for alarm in
the decrease of that number, Perry added.
Minority student enrollment,
however, continued its increase
from 1,488 students last year to
1,655 students this year.
Minority students now make
up 13.75 percent of Eastern's
enrollment.
"We've been successful in
enhancing the diversity of the
applicant pool," Perry said.
At Tuesday's Faculty Senate
meeting, Brenda Major, director
of admissions, said the economy
was killing Eastern when trying to
enroll students this year.
Perry said that problem not
new to Eastern.
When the economy is weaker, a high school graduate might
want to receive a post-secondary
education because job opportunities might be limited, he said.
"On the other hand it does
cost money to go to school, and
costs have been going up," Perry
said. "It's that affordability issue ...
that comes into play."
H e added the state of the economy does influence the affordability issue of higher education.
Because of the economy, Perry said more students are considering going to a community college after high school instead of a
university.
"In the long run, we will probably see our mix of undergraduates change a little bit over time,"
he said. " I think we' ll have more
applicants as transfer students,
but I'm planning on our work to

that passing," said Roger Krachtovil,
chair of the Board ofTrustees.
1he administration put the beverage agreement up for bid and the
lower bid prevailed.
"When looking at the relative
costs, we went with the lower cost,"
President Bill Perry said.
1he estimated annual cost is
$400,000, depending on the quantity of product. The agreement would
be for five years, with the option of
renewing the agreement for another
five years. Pepsi has held the contract
for the past 10 years.
Also on the agenda is the purchase of various heating, ventilation and air conditioning upgrades

BY THE NUMBERS
1Oth-day enrollment for the
last 10 years:
· 1998 - 11,735
· 1999 - 11,226
• 2000 - 10,637
• 2001 - 10,531
• 2002 - 11,163
• 2003 - 11,522
• 2004 - 11,651
• 2005 - 12,129
• 2006 - 12,349*
• 2007 - 12,179
• 2008 - 12,040
*Highest enrollment total in
Eastern's history
- www.eiu.edu/-planning
linstitutional/tenth.php

continue to enhance our undergraduate education to create more
demand for us."
Although incoming freshmen and transfer students had to
deal with a 12-percent increase in
tuition this year, Perry said Eastern still remains one of the most
affordable public universities in
Illinois.
H e said the demand for Eastern would increase regardless of
the economy because of the quality of education the university
offers.
Perry said he thinks the university will get more applications
because of the increase in quality
of specialty programs, such as the
honors program, and academic
programs, whether it is psychology or art.
"The key is to keep building
academic quality," he said. "But
we want to make sure we remain
a school of opportunity ... to make
it feasible for them to come here
and to make it affordable for them
to come here."
Stephen Oi Benedetto can be
reached at 581-7942 or at sdibenedetto@eiu.edu.
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Sept. 12 @ 5 p.m.
Taylor Hall Classroom
Taylor Hall Basement

Sept. 14 @ 5 p.m.
Mattoon Room
3rd Floor of the Union

for campus. This project includes
improvements to Old Main, the
Student Services building and Lantz
Arena.
"When equipment gets old and
when it reaches the end of its useful
life, it needs to be replaced," Perry
said. "The advantage we have nowadays, we can replace older units
with more efficient units and replace
control systems so that we can save
money on energy."
Another purchase item on the
agenda is a contract change order
for audiovisual equipment for the
Doudna Fine Arts Center. Because
of additional work, the approval would increase the total spent by

>> Angels
FROM PAGE 1
" It really touched her heart when
she went to get N ina," Michael
Dubois said. "She probably would
have loved to adopt them all and,
that not being practical, she wanted
to look for a way to help them."
Michael and Nancy Dubois
have been together for the past four
years and Michael Dubois has been
involved with Operation Starfish
ever since.
"She involved me,
Michael
Dubois said. "We both lost our previous spouses five years ago and have
found each other." Together, their
family consists of three adopted children and three biological children.
Their adoption experience has
helped them decide on what exactly
they want to do. Operation Starfish
works to make it possible for a child
to be adopted when the initial cost
prevents that from happening.
"Adoptions are very expensive," Michael Dubois said. " Foreign adoptions have trip charges and
most of them require you to make
two trips."
Operation Starfish was officially
created in Ohio in 2002 after being
granted 501 (c)(3) status in N ovember. The 50l(c)(3) status allows all
donations to be tax deductible.
"We financially assist adoptions,"
Michael Dubois said. "We are not a
adoption agency."
Since 2002, 50 families have
been helped and supported by this
organization. According to Michael
Dubois, the organization offers
financial grants and interest-free
loans to families in need. Grants are
usually between $2,000 and $3,000.
Money is raised through donations from individuals, businesses,
organizations, and charitable trusts.
Families are usually put on a waiting
list and served when they get referrals through the court.
At the time Nancy Dubois wanted

$35,000.
A contract extension for Dianne
H oadley, dean of the Lumpkin College of Business and Applied Sciences, will also be decided at the meeting. If approved, H oadley's contract
will be extended through June 30,
2011, rather than ending in 2010 as
previously planned.
There will also be a revision to
the Board's policies and regulations.
"In my six or seven years, I can't
remember us going through the policies and regulations," Krachtovil
said. H e said some of those are outdated so board member Leo Welch
looked them all over and made revisions.

The first reading will take place at
this meeting.
In the president's report portion
of the meeting, various departments
will make presentations.
"These reports are more or less a
state of the state," Krachtovil said.
Those giving updates include:
Athletic Director Barbara Burke;
Cynthia N ichols, director of the
Office of Civil Rights and Diversity;
James Johnson, dean of the College
of Arts and H umanities; and Denis
Roche, general manager of WEIU
Radio/TV
Emily Zulzcan be reached at 581-7942
or at eazulz@eiu.edu.

"I was excited and it was an honor. If it helps
Operation Starfish and our cause to support
families in adoption, then great:'
-Nancy Dubois, on being a recipient of
the Angels in Adoption honor

to adopt, the U.S. mostly had large
groups of siblings and she was not
ready to have a big family just yet .
"That is when I looked into foreign adoption," N ancy Dubois said.
Recently, they found out their
youngest daughter has a 10-year-old
brother in Romania. Romania has
closed off its adoption option from
other countries, and the simation
has been a struggle for the family.
Michael Dubois said the Romanian ambassador would allow the
brother to come to the United States
for educational purposes but insisted
he return when he nuns 18.
H owever, the U.S. government
has resisted allowing him to come to
the country because of specific laws
regarding his visa.. 1his is when the
family contacted leaders such as Sen.
Barack Obama, President George W
Bush and Johnson.
Michael Dubois said all leaders have responded back and are in
the process of passing the request to
other staff members. This is when
Johnson realized what both Michael
and Nancy Dubois do already with
Operation Starfish and nominated
them as Adoption Angels.
"I was excited and it was an honor," N ancy Dubois said. "If it helps
Operation Starfish and our cause to
support families in adoption, then
great."
This year will be Angels in Adoption's lOth anniversary of honoring
ordinary people making the lives of
children better.
Operation Starfish assists adoptions in over ten countries including
the United States, Mexico, Ethiopia,

Poland and China. This year alone,
Operation Starfish has helped eight
families and still has 13 on the list.
H owever, Nancy Dubois says foreign countries are making it harder
for people to adopt from there. More
and more countries are making their
adoption process longer and more
expensive.
"Money shouldn't be a reason for
a child doesn't have a home," Nancy
Dubois said.
The Dubois family has been very
involved with adoption. Both of
Nancy Dubois' sisters have adopted,
and Michael Dubois' nephew has
adopted.
Nancy Dubois added some people are afraid of the horror stories
and adoption scams.
"1he stories are not the norm,
but that is an issue today," she said.
Both Michael and Nancy Dubois
would like Operation Starfish to
grow. Their ideal goal would be to
help 12-20 families a year.
"We would like to see Operation
Starfish grow," Nancy Dubois said.
"Funding is always the difficult part."
During
National
Adoption
Month in November, they plan to
have a fundraiser to enhance awareness of adoption nationally, internationally and locally. Several groups
in Charleston, including churches, families, and community leaders,
have helped with this cause.
"People are so grateful," Nancy
Dubois said. "It is really inspiring to
talk to these people."
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 5817942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu.
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ERIN MATHENY | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Members of the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority hold up cardboard letters for a group picture on Tuesday in front
of their house in Greek Court.

Earning
their
bid:
RUSH
WEEK

KAROLINA STRACK | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

The women of Alpha Phi have a cookout on Tuesday outside their house in Greek Court to welcome their new recruits.

ERIN MATHENY | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

The Delta Delta Delta sorority circles up and participates in a group activity on Tuesday in the front yard of its
Greek Court house.

KAROLINA STRACK | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Junior communication studies major Sam Wayman plays bags in front of
the Alpha Phi house on Tuesday night in Greek Court.
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CAMPUS I MEETING

RHA seeks committee chairpersons
Different halls want to
be active in committees

O.J. Simpson's jury
selection almost done

ERIN MATHENYITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Michael Andrews, vice president of the Residence Hall Association, speaks to RHA about the committees available for members to join at Thursday afternoon's meeting in Ford Hall.
Each resident hall had a representative to act as the hall's voice to the
executive board. Each hall seems to
be at the same level filling positions,
planning events and planning homecoming themes and decorations.

"We're not trying to reinvent the
wheel, but we would really like to
have an active hall," said Weller Hall
Representative Aaron Dillon.
RHA recorded a monthly budget
of about $12,491.

This money goes toward various
activities and events RHA and the
residence halls plan.
Brad York can be reached at 581-7942
or at bayork@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I EVENTS

Latin American Heritage Month kicks off at Union
Latin food, salsa
dancing offered
this Sunday
By SARAH JEAN BRESNAHAN
Development Director
The Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
will be fi.tll of Latin American food
and dancing on Sunday, all in celebration of Latin American Heritage
Month.
"The goal of the banquet is to
bring together our community to
celebrate Latin American culture
and increase cultural awareness,"
said Juanita Cross, the Latino Heritage Month Committee chair.
The Latino Heritage Month Banquet is a patt of the celebration for

Latino Heritage Month, which
statted in 1995.
This year's banquet will be at
6 p.m. Sunday in the Grand Ballroom.
"(The banquet) is the highlight of
the month's events," Cross said. "It
is always a fun time."
A variety of Latin American foods
will be served. The list includes: polIo picante (spicy chicken), cheese
quesadillas, black beans, frijoles
Cubanos (Cuban style beans), green
poblano rice, buiiuelos (cinnamon
crisps) and fruit salad.
"Students like to dress up for the
banquet like any other night out,"
Cross said.
About 250 people are expected to
attend the banquet.
Hector Silveira y su Orquestra,
a Chicago-based Cuban orchestra,

LARGE PEPPERONI PillA ~~~~
CHARLESTON
3 WEST LINCOLN AVE

345-4743

NY judge drops steroid
case against pharmacy
ALBANY, N.Y.- A New York
judge threw out an indictment
against five operators of a Florida
pharmacy targeted almost two
years ago in an investigation
of illegal steroid sales over the
Internet and by phone.
Albany County Judge Stephen
Herrick faulted the disjointed,
confusing way county
prosecutors presented the case
against Signature Pharmacy
of Orlando to a grand jury.
He dismissed the indictment
Thursday against key figures at
the center of the case: pharmacy
owners Robert "Stan" Loomis
and Naomi Loomis, pharmacist
Michael Loomis, and former
business managers Kirk Calvert
and Anthony Palladino.

By BRAD YORK
Staff Reporter
The Residence Hall Association met on Thursday night in the
crowded Ford Hall lobby to discuss
upcoming events and minor committee kinks.
Since it is the beginning of the
school year the executive board of
RHA was quick to see what hall representatives were planning for the
weeks to come.
RHA has planned a leadership
retreat, Rockin' into Leadership at
Camp New Hope outside of Mattoon on Sept. 19-21.
Much of the meeting was spent
supporting this retreat.
"It is a good time for smdents to
develop leadership skills," said RHA
President Justin Schuch. "It is also a
great time to network with other smdents."
Schuch said he hopes RHA will
get more students involved in things
that are happening on and around
the campus this year.
RHA is still looking for committee chairpersons. The committees vary from community service to
environmental awareness.
"Committee Chair positions offer
students a time to gain respect and
hold the responsibility of a committee," said RHA Vice President
Michael Andrews. "We hope these
chairs will create activities that make
a difference."

NATION BRIEFS

$
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"The goal of the banquet
is to bring together our
community to celebrate
Latin American culture:'
Juanita Cross,
Latino Heritage Month
Committee chair

will be performing during the banquet.
"We are pleased to bring Hector
Silveira y su Orquestra to campus to
entertain us with salsa music," Cross
said.
There will also be a DJ and dancing after the orchestra.
"Those attending the banquet are

encouraged to stay and join us in
some dancing," Cross said.
Cross said the banquet is better every year because attendees are
asked to fill out surveys at the end
of the night. The surveys are used
to give the committee feedback on
what went well and what they could
do better.
Members of the Latin American
Student Organization (LASO) are
expected to be in attendance.
"LASO normally has one or two
members attend committee meetings during the planning," Cross
said.
"This group will also have some
members come and volunteer to
help during the banquet as well."
Sarah Jean Bresnahan can be reached
at 581 -7942 or at sjbresnahan@eiu.edu.

LOS ANGELES- The judge
in the robbery and kidnapping
trial of O.J. Simpson and a codefendant approved the last
of 40 jury prospects Thursday,
including a man who wrote
on his jury questionnaire that
the former football star was "a
murderer and got away with it:'
Clark County District Judge
Jackie Glass told lawyers to
return later in the day to exercise
peremptory challenges and
choose the final 12 jurors and six
alternates.
Defense attorneys clashed with
the judge in the final hours of
four days of jury questioning
when she refused to remove
a retired policeman who
repeatedly said Simpson was a
murderer.
He said he filled his
questionnaire with such
statements for shock value.
"I wanted to scare you so I
wouldn't have to be here; he told
defense attorney Gabriel Grasso.

Man suspected of
sausage attack set free
SANGER, Calif. - A man suspected of breaking into the home
of two California farmworkers,
rubbing spices into the face of
one man and smacking another
with an 8-inch sausage has been
set free.
Prosecutors say they do not
have enough evidence to file
criminal charges against 21-yearold Antonio Vasquez.
He was released from Fresno
County Jail on Tuesday.

-
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•
EASTSIDE
PACKAGE
WEEKEND SPECIALS: Coors Lt.
24 pk. bottles $13.99; Ro lling
Rock 12 bottles $9.99; Busch,
Busch Lt. 30 pk. $13.99. Kegs
in stock. FAST, FRIEND l Y
DRIVE-UP SERVICE, LOCATED
AT THE CORNER OF 18th ST.
AND JACKSON. 345 -5722
9/12
SHOWCASE HOME! WOW!!!
Wil l be your response as you
tou r this incredibly beautiful
3 -l evel dream of a home.
Th is p roperty should meet all
your needs with 4-5 BRs, 4
Baths, 2 f ireplaces, 2 kitchens,
sunroom, executive office,
w/Europea n
master
sui te
shower, poo l, gazebo, and
stocked pond. All set on 1.9
acres o n the southwest side of
Charleston. Call for a comp lete
list of amenities and features.
Century 21, Hutton-Matheny
Rea lty, 258 -6621.
9/12

tor sale
St. louis Rams Tickets. Most
games. Good seats. Call Mark.
549-6406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
large matching couch and
loveseat, bl ue with burgun dygold design. Good condition.
$75. 217-348-7944, 217-2181063
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12

•

help wanted

help wanted

PROGRAM:
Developmental
Trainers FT, M -F 8-4. Apply at
CTF, 521 7th St., Charleston,
or visit our website at www.
ctfillin ois.org E.O.E.
- - - - - - - - 9/12
ATTENTION
MUSICIANS!
Sound Source Music, t he
area's largest cente r for music
lessons, is looking for a guitar
teac her. Must be able to p lay
several styles. Call 258-8919
- - - - - - - - 9/12
Casey
U n ited
Methodist
Churc h
is
looking
for
musicians to join our team!
O n Sunday morn in gs we
currently offer an 8:00 a.m.
worship service i n our chapel
with music on a Clavinova;
and a service in our sa nctuary
at 10:30 a.m. with a variety of
musical instruments includin g
guitar, Clavinova, baby grand
piano, and pipe organ. We
are flexib le, easy to work
with, and open to new ideas.
If interested in explo ri ng the
poss ibilities, please co ntact
th e churc h office at 217932-5281 for an application.
The application deadline is
September 19, 2008.
- - - - - - - - 9/15
Rea l
estate
mai ntenanceCarpenterexperience requi red.
Must have own too ls. Need
landscaping experience. 217345-31 19
- - - - - - - - 9/15
!Bartending ! Make up to $250/
day! No experience necessary,
tra i ning provided. 1-800-965 6520. ext. 239
- - - - - - - 12/15

Brian's Place h iring fema le
DJ . Also, waitress/barte nder.
2100 Broadway,
Mattoon .
234 -4151.
- - - - - - - - 9/12
Great opportu nity for Special
Ed, Psych, and Soc. majors:
Mot ivated
staff
needed
to ass ist individuals with

Two bedroom
living area,
uti I ity room,
quiet family
259-2364.

developmental
disabi Iities
in resident ial settin g and/
or day training program.
Minimum age 18 w/ H S
diploma/GED, and successful
completion
of
criminal
background
check.
Valid
D. l . w/ sat isfactory driving
record required. RESIDENTIAL

- - - - - - - - 9/18
$299 Campus-Pointe - Paid
September rent. No deposit.
Utilities
and
furn iture
included. 217-979 -7931.

OPPORTUN ITIES: Weekday
early mornin gs, PT (20 hrs)
6AM-1 OAM, M -F; Even ings
& Overnights, FT o r PT, must
be ava i lable weekends and
hol id ays;

DAY

TRAINING

apt. Spacious
large kitchen,
storage, and
housing. 217-

- - - - - - - - 9/19

't'

torrent

't'

torrent

pets. 345 -3232, days.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

information, call 348-0137.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/1 1

Three Bedroom Apartments, two
blocks from Old Main, starting
at $350/MO. 217-549-1060,
217-549-6979
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

large
BR apartment off
Charleston Square i ncludes heat,
water, trash, parki ng, laundry for
$495/month. No smoking, No
pets. Call 232-2027
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
FALL '08: 2 bedroom house.
Trash and lawn service included.
No pets. $300/person/month.
345- 5037
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
GET THE HOUSE YOU WANT
BEFORE IT'S GONE! Now
renting for the 2009-2010
school year: 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 Bedroom Houses, close to
campus. Call Tom @ 708-772371 1 or Cathy@ 217-254-1311
www.
for more information.
hallbergrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/12
2 bedroom house. WID, NC, all
electric. Quite neighborhood.
$450/month.
Avai lable
immediately. Ca ll815-278-1296
or 217-345 -9267.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/16
HOUSE FOR RENT. Spring
09 and Fall 09/Spring 10. 6
bedrooms, 3 bath, fu ll kitchen
and laundry. Call for early sign
up special. 217-496-3084
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/26
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: Only
2 units left! Short term leases
available, rates for 1, 2, o r 3
people. 1.5 baths, furnished,
behi nd Subway. 345-0936
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9130
Still need an aptl
PARK
PLACE has a couple units left.
Negotiable rates & lease length.
Furnished, parking incl. Next to
the Union. 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9130
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON.
3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS
BOTH WITH
APPLIANCES,
W.O. TRASH . PHONE 3457244, 649-0651
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
large 4 bedroom 2 bath house.
Family room, living room,
WID $235 per person. lease
negotiable. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
large 1 bedroom, five blocks
from Old Main. WID . $3751
month. No pets. 273- 1395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

apartment and 3 bedroom
duplex, fully furnished. lincoln
Avenue
and
Division
St.

Efficiency, close to campus,
$325/month, including utilit ies,
NC. Male on ly, no smoki ng, no

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
Monthly Online classified adYertlslng available
@ \\rww delU\e\\rs.com

torrent

locations. Skylights, full-size
beds, PC work stat ions, and
leather furniture. For add iti onal

Available Fall 2008: 2 bedroom

$. 30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

't'

FOR RENT: One, Two, and

lincolnwood

Pinetree

Apartments has single & 2 BR
apts. Great space, large closets,
close to campus. Affordable
rent. We also accept pets. Call
345 -6000.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
5 Bedroom Apt. near campus
avai lable
for
summer
@
$275/person and/or Fall 08 @
$325/person. NC, WID, trash
included. 345-2982
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
l arge 1 and 2 BR apts., extremely
close to campus. O nly a couple
left. Great deal ! 273-2048, 345 6000
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 Bedroom. apt. available.
l arge rooms, central air, ceil ing
fans, water, & trash included.
Buchanan St. Apts. 345-1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
GREAT LOCATION! N ICE TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
WATER AND TRASH PAID.217348-0209 OR 217-549-5624
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Need 3 BRS? large rooms!
Water, trash, & elec. included.
345 -1266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
6 BR HOUSE FOR RENT: 2 112
Bath, 2 1/2 car garage, HUGE
yard! Next to Greek Court.
$300/person. 345-3353
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
V ILLAGE

RENTALS:

2008-

2009 Two BR apt. with large
living room & fireplace, water
included and 1/2 of electricity.
Pets welcome w/ pet dep. (217)
345 -2516 for more information
and appt.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA, WI
D, bar, off-street parking. Call
217-202-4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

't'

torrent

'09: Efficiencies, 1,2, and 3
bedrooms. A ll utilities, cable.
and internet included.
2347368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

4 bedroom house for Fall 2008

There is only one left at 1812 9th
street. It has 4 bedrooms and 2

on 1st St. Range, refrigerator,
Call
washer/dryer. No pets!
345-7286 or go to www.
jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LOOKING FOR A BARGAIN?
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWNHOUSES: 3 -4 bedroom,
$200 p/p. Refrigerator, stove,
water, trash, centra l air. 2347368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
Private BR i n nice 8 BR home. 1
Block from EIU campus. Furn./
U nfurn. Male Roommates. $425/
mo. plus uti I. (217)-251 - 1593.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
O LD TOWN E APARTMENTS: 1,
2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM. 345-6533
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Lantz.
Fully
Across
from
Furnished. Cal l Today for
lowered
Rates.
Grantview
Apartments. 345-3353.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Summer/Fall 2008: 2 BR apt.,
2001 S. 12th St. and 1305 18th
St. Stove, fridge, microwave,
trash pd, $240-$425. Cal l 348www.Charlestonl l Apts.
7746
com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA
EXCELLENT
DUPLEX.
LOCATION. WASHER/DRYER,
DISHWASHER,
D ISPOSAL.
THREE VANITIES INCLUDED.
CALL (217)493-7559 OR VISIT
US AT WWW.MYEIUHOME.
COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

U niversity Vi llage: 4 bedroom
houses, $450/per person. A ll
utilities included. 345-1400
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FALL '08-'09: 1, 2 & 3 BR. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.

jwill iamsrentals.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

PLENTY
OF
OFF-STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS. CALL 345- 1266.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Cal l 217-345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

BEST BARGAIN ON CAMPUS:
3 & 4 bedroom 2 bath apts.
Furnished or Unfurnished. Rent
starts at $275/MO. 345 -6100
www.jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 BR, 1 1/2 BATH HOUSE AT

FALL
'08
QUALITY/
CONVENIENCE. 2 & 3 bedroom

1420 1Oth. FENCED-IN YARD,
BASEMENT; TRASH AND LAWN
INCLUDED. NICE HOUSE,

apartments. Washer & Dryer
i ncluded . 1-2 b locks from
campus. (2 17)493-7559 www.

MUST SEE! CALL 345 -6210 OR
WWW.EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

myeiuhome.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

2 BEDROOM, 1 BATH HOUSE
AT 335 W. TYLER. N ICE
HOUSE, TRASH AND LAWN
INCLUDED! CALL 345 -6210
OR WWW.EIPROPS.COM
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

AND roommate matching. Our
rent includes CABLE, HI-SPEED

Close to campus: 3 bedroom
house avail. 2008-09. CA w/

INTERNET, PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH . Plus, we
give you $60-$75 toward your
monthly electric b il l !! ! . . . AND
THAT'S NOT A l l! We have a
24-hour clubhouse that offers

heat pump, WID, new carpet.
10-12 mo lease. $900/mo. 5495402
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

a tann ing bed, fitness center,
game room, and computer
lab with unlimited printing.
CALL 345-6001 or visit www.

apartment, completelyfurnished.
Available spring semester. For
i nformation call 345 -7136.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

apartmentseiu.com today!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

NOW

2 Bedroom apartments for Fall
'08. Trash, off-street parking,
wireless.
345-7286.
www.

bathrooms, furnished, very nice
and locally owned. Trash and
guaranteed parki ng lot included
with security lighting. Available
August 15th, 2008. Please cal l
and leave a message. 348-0673
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Yes, we have apartments for
Fall. We have clean, modern
apartments close to campus. Offstreet parking is included so you
don't need a parki ng permit or a
sh uttle. They are locally owned
and locally maintained. Give us
a cal l for an appointment, 345 7286, or visit o ur website: www.

TRY THE BEST!!!! Campus
Pointe Apartments offers 2 and 3
bedrooms w ith individual leases

3 bedroom apt. for lease.
1 1/2 block from campus.
Available Aug. No pets. $325
www.
per person. 345-7286
jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

torrent

A ugust: $395/525 per month.
Off-street parki ng, wireless, trash
i ncluded . No pets. 345 -7286.
www.jwil l iamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

New apts. close to campus:
Furnished or Unfurnished. Rent
starts at $275/MO. 345-6100
www.jbapartments.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST, NOW

't'

SEITSINGER
APARTMENTS,
1611 9TH ST: Two bedroom

RENTING

FA LL

'08-

The
Special
Education
Department is having a Family
Fun Festival meeting September
11th at 6:00 p.m. in Buzzard
Auditorium. All volunteers for the

Price reduced: Brittany ridge
Town houses 3-4 bedroom.
Refrigerator, stove, water, trash,
central air 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the
square. All utilities included
except electricity $475 -$500
call. 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
3 and 4 bedroom apts. $600$700 per month 6 to choose
from cal l 234-7368
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11
Eastern Student Parent Associat ion
(ESPA) meeting is o n Thursday
from 6p.m. to 7p.m. at the Wesley
Foundation.
The first ESPA

jwilliamsrentals.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Saturday, September 20th Family
Fun Festival at l ake l and Col lege
are asked to attend this volunteer

meeting is open to all parenting
students. Please join us to plan
Fam ily Friendly events.

1 Bedroom apartments available

meeting.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 9/11
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>> Turns
FROM PAGE 12

Masanet said he will only be running IO of the 20 men on the Panthers roster and nine of the I4 women.
"We are going to be holding some
people out just because they don't
need to race," Masanet said. "Healthwise or fitness-wise, if we think it is
better for them to not race every meet
till conference, then they won't."
The other teams competing in
the meet include: Western lllinois,
Southern lllinois-Carbondale, Southern IUinois-Edwardsville, Southeast Missouri, Evansville, McKendree College and Danville Community College.
SIUC and Southeast Missouri are
primarily the two schools Masanet

>> Horing
FROM PAGE 12

There are many reasons a player
may have trouble getting on the field.
Perhaps they don't adapt well to the
Division I college game. Maybe he's
been forced to play outside his normal position and in turn failed.
Or maybe the player doesn't fit the
coach's style of play, or perhaps the
coach just fails to see the player's talent.
Although a bench player still has
a role of supporting and making his
teammates better, it becomes increasingly more and more difficult for that
player to stay positive. During practice, especially during conditioning, it
becomes harder for a bench player to
motivate himsel£
Early morning practices become
harder because the player will probably wonder why he is waking up so
early when he could be sleeping like a
regular student.
All of the restrictive team rules that
do not apply to regular students start
to become harder for the player to follow.
The player doesn't see a reason anymore for complying with them except

said are very competitive.
"(SIUC) will probably be doing
the same thing we are doing and not
running their I 00 percent 'X team,"
Masanet said. "But their 'A minus'
team is still pretty tough, so I do
expect that they will be the ones setting the tone."
Masanet said he expects his team
to be pulled a little by the fast guys
on other teams but also to stick to
the race plan and to run controlled.
"We need to race hard but also
be very aware of what we are doing
and how we are doing and not just
run recklessly," Masanet said. "We
hope that time just follows and that
place follows, but ultimately we are
just trying to take care of our business and not get too focused on how
we place."
Brandy Provaznik can be reached at
581 -7944 or at blprovaznik@eiu.edu.

for losing his spot on the team.
This could force the player to contemplate his future. Does he still want
to play at his school? Does he want to
transfer to play at another school? Or
does he just want to transfer but quit
the sport?
The problem with quitting the
team and staying at their school is
that most athletes' best friends are
their teammates. While their best
friends are on road trips, they'll have
to find other people to hang out with.
A player begins to think that quitting might feel like an outsider and
lose the closeness he had with his former teammates.
Also a lot of times a player in this
predicament won't want to play at
another school either because he has
lost his passion for his sport because
ofso many disappointments. Quitting and leaving school sometimes
seems like the best choice.
Although being a student athlete
can be a wonderful thing, everyone
should be aware of the players on the
sidelines who are on the outside looking in.

>> Football
FROM PAGE 12

Indiana State has won just
one game in the past four seasons
(including this year), and the Sycamores five-year record is 5-39.
"We're trying to get a win someway, somehow," Miles said. "Losing
is a very difficult thing. It breeds like
a disease. Every time you win you
get confidence. Right now, it's kind
of hard to have confidence when
you're I-39 in your last 40 games."

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS
GVARD DUGK A»D SNI)F f~ES
MISTA~ENW INVADE JAMAICA
'IOU MORONS! YOUW~R5 SUPPOSED
TO INVADE CUBA! AND WORSt.Tf.leYRE
TE~I~G MEYOIJ S~OT A ~OCA~ ~ICE
OFFICIA~ AND OtJ£ OF' ~IS PEPUTtt S/1

NATIONAL SPORTS I ROUNDUP

Cubsgamespo~poned

because of Hurricane Ike
HOUSTON - The first two
games of this weekend's series
between the Chicago Cubs and
Houston Astros have been postponed because of the potential
impact of H urricane Ike.
Baseball officials also were amiciparing that Sunday's series finale also
might be postponed. One of the scenarios under consideration was to
play a doubleheader Monday, and
make up the third game on Sept.
29 if it's needed to decide a playoff
berth. The Cubs and Astros have no
common off days a&er Monday.
The Cubs were finishing a series
in St. Louis on Thursday night and
pitcher Jason Marquis wondered
why the teams couldn't agree to
meet in another city.
"Why don't we play at a neutral
site?" he said. "It's ridiculous."

1

1s
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24

Molina out with thigh bruise
ST. LOUIS - Cardinals catcher
Yadier Molina is out of the lineup, a
day after being kneed in the thigh in
a home plate collision.
Manager Tony La Russa said
Thursday that Molina is pretty sore
with a deep bruise and he's hoping

30

the catcher will only be sidelined a
few games.
Molina was injured when Chicago Cubs pitcher Ted Lilly rammed
into him trying to score from third
on a groundout.
Backup Jason LaRue is batting
seventh against the Cubs in place
of Molina, one of the top defensive
catchers in the major leagues and
batting .306 with seven homers and
56 RBis.

42

Crede to get second opinion

44

CHICAGO - Frustrated by his
latest bout with a sore back that has
left him sidelined during his team's
push for the playoffs, Chicago
White Sox third baseman Joe Crede
will seek a second opinion.
Crede, who is eligible to be a free
agent after this season, had back surgery last year but appeared to have
bounced back with a decent first
half in 2008.
When his back flared up, he
spent a month on the disabled list
from July 25-Aug. 24 and most
recently hasn't played since Sept. 2,
when it acted up again.
He received his second injection
of the year last Friday to help with
the pain.

WE~L. I

SI-IOT THE
SMERlf f, BUT I

TRV~. MON.

DIDN'T SHOOT
NO DEPUTY.

No. 0808

27

The Associated Press

NAA. MON... IS NAATOTA~W

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

6

Ari Haring isajunior on the Eastern
men's soccer team and a sociology major.
He can be reached at 581 -7944 or at
akhoring@eiu.edu.

Spoo said he was sure Indiana Desmin Ward will continue to get
State was using its game against playing time as an injury to redEastern as motivation because play- shirt senior Norris Smith and the
ing and possibly beating a national- final game of a three-game suspenly ranked team would compare to sion to red-shirt sophomore Chevon
Eastern playing Central Michigan Walker will keep the Panthers' backand IUinois.
field depth to a minimum.
"That's why I'm always leery of
"My main thing is: forget about
these games when the teams are the carries," Ward said. "I just want
down," Spoo said. "lhe one thing to get a win under our belts. Ifl get
they do extremely well I think is a lot of carries that's good, but as
play hard. I think our team has to long as we get a win that's No. I."
respect them for what they can
Scott Richey can be reached at 581bring to the table Saturday."
Eastern freshman running back 7944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

33
37
38
39

40
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ACROSS
Many a
stuntman's
sequence
TV series
featuring a
robotic dog
named K-9
Revived
Something to
chew on
Completely lose it
Waiting for the
starting gun, say
Gondolier, e.g.
Very
Seasonal sound
Pump alternative
Kitchen gizmo
Termagant
Sold all one's
stock?
Bouncing off the
walls
Title castle town
of book and film
Catching a few
z's
Jed's first chief
of staff on "The
West Wing"
Soup pastas
Jackknifed, e.g.
Causes of some
breakouts
Cause of fatigue
Not get involved
Paving stones

Out
53 & ss Campus
hangout
sa Surface
59 1985 Golden
Globe-nominated
role for Eddie
Murphy
62 Drop shots
63 W ithout
assistance in a
fight
64 Split up
65 Not applied neatly
66 One side in an
informal game
49

DOWN
Proceeded with
caution
2 Alternatives to
wraps
3 Ticket category
4 Hit 2004 Morgan
Spurlock
documentary
s It might turn a B
into an A
6 U.K. decorations
7 1998 biography
subtitled "Living
in the Shadows"
s Not tread lightly
9 Conductor's bane
10 Dedicated lines
11 1960s atty. gen.
12 Got beaten by
two people?
1

PUZZLE BY MIKENOTHNAGEL
13
14

23

2s

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
26
28

29
31

Crop cropper
The Szczecin
Lagoon is an
extension of its
mouth
Food often
described using
the number of
fingers it takes to
eat it
Cutting -edge
technology?
Jolt, e.g.
1970 hit with the
lyric "Girls will be
boys and boys
will be girls"
Old-fashioned
argument enders
Soup pasta

News source
beginning in 1925
33 Early pop?
34 _
chief (publ.
honcho)
35 Shoot with
steam?
36 Helpless
performances?
43 Historical war
zone: Abbr.
45 In
48 Introductory
course?
so "Thug" and "loof'
derive from it
s1 Make an opening
offer?
s2 Some cricket
matches
32

53

Ones going head
to head?

54

It might be
required for
entrance

56

"You're not
famous until my
mother has heard
of you" quipper

57

Mary who
founded Mount
Holyoke College

60

"Mahala nui
("Thank you very
much." in Hilo)

61

Considerably

For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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WOMEN' S RUGBY I EASTERN VS. WISCONSIN-STEVE NS POINT

Wisconsin team good warm up for NCAA
Rematch against Rams
two weeks away

"I haven' t been
very pleased with
our defensive
performance:'

By BOB SHAUGNESSY
Staff Reporter
This will be the first time Eastern
women's rugby team has played Wisconsin-Stevens Point this season, but
it's not the first time Eastern head
coach Frank Graziano and Wisconsin-Stevens Point head coach Gray
Zischke have seen each other. The
Eastern women's rugby team plays
Wisconsin-Stevens Point at 2:30 p.m.
Saturday at Lakeside Rugby Field.
The two coaches have known each
other for years, and Graziano said he
wants the two teams will continue to
play each other for years to come.
"He's trying to create an NCAA
program," Graziano said about
Zischke. "One of the reasons he
wanted to come here was to see
what our facilities are like and for his
potential student-athletes to get the
experience. It's a pretty big drive for
them to come down here and play
us. "

- Fra nk Grazia no,
Women's rugby head coach

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Sophomore flanker Tiffany Kennedy runs with the ball during practice on
Wednesday afternoon. The Panthers play Wisconsin-Stevens

Eastern's preparation for UWStevens Point focused primarily on

defense.
The Panthers won 12-10 in their

first game of the season but gave up
21 points last weekend against Iowa
State. A young team and having to
move players around to different
positions are two things Eastern has
had to deal with.
"I haven't been very pleased with
our defensive performance," Graziano said. '1 think we really need
to spend 80 percent of our time on
defense this week."
Even with a 2-0 record and a
home game on the schedule for Saturday, Eastern still had some worries.
Junior wing Crystal Jones, who had
one try and one assist against Iowa
State last weekend, left the game
against the Cyclones with a knee

injury.
"She has been walking around
fine," Graziano said. "She will probably be cleared to play this weekend."
But Graziano said he wasn't sure
he would play Jones even if she was
cleared to play because he wouldn't
want to risk her getting hurt again if
she can only play at 80 to 90 percent.
Eastern plays Division II West
Chester on Sept. 27, and Graziano
wants to have Jones healthy for that
game. Focusing on Wisconsin-Stevens Point and not looking ahead to
West Chester could be difficult for
the Panthers. Eastern lost the first
NCAA rugby game 20-19 to the
Rams last season at Lakeside Rugby
Field.
"1he game plan we have for West
Chester is the same we have for (Stevens Point), so if we execute this
weekend and get 85 to 90 percent
of everything right we should put up
a good result. But if we don't get it
right this weekend, it's going to be a
struggle for the rest of the games."
Bob Shaugnessy can be reached at
581 -7944 or at rrshaughnessy@eiu.edu.

VOLLEYBALL I O LE M ISS MAG NO LI A CLASS IC

Ole Miss tourney new challenge for Panthers
Eastern looks to jump
up early, limit mistakes
By BOBBAJEK
Staff Reporter
Eastern freshman outside hitter Madison Barr said she and her
teammates were disappointed in the
Panthers' third-place finish at the
Panther Challenge.
Despite the unsuccessful finish at
the tournament, Barr and the Panthers (3-4) get back to action this
weekend on the road at the Ole
Miss Magnolia Classic in Oxford,
Miss.

This is Eastern's final tournament on the 2008 schedule before
Ohio Valley Conference play. The
Panthers will begin the tournament
against Mississippi (2-4) at I p.m.
today.
Besides Mississippi, Eastern will
face stiff competition from Southern Methodist University (4-3) and
Georgia Tech (5-1).
"We know it's going to be tough
competition," Barr said. "Obviously,
as a team we want to win, but our
main focus is to improve."
Eastern continued to struggle at
the EIU Panther Challenge by losing the first set against Western Illi-

nois and Toledo and eventually losing the matches.
This season, Eastern's threematch triumphs have the Panthers
winning the first set. However, in its
four defeats, Eastern lost the opening set to its opponents.
"It's something we focus on in
practice," senior libero Laura Welsh
said of playing well in the first set.
"We're focusing on having a fast
start. When we are ahead, we play
with more confidence."
Eastern worked on completing
sets strong with 22-22 drills in practice this week, which is a drill where
a simulated set is tied at 22.

FIVE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
PAID MINORITY INTERNSHIPS

* Gain Administrative/Management
experience and up to 12 lrrs of
academic credit

* Opportunity to work with

*Open to all majors

* Good oral and written
communication skills

* Junior or senior with minimum
2.75 CUM. GPA
* Must be enrolled full-time at
time of application

top government/business
officials

Welsh said the Panthers practiced
these drills excessively this week to
prepare for tight sets.
Barr said ball handling was also
addressed thoroughly this week.
She said she hopes the team
will carry the lessons learned at last
weekend's tournament and apply
them to the matches at the Ole Miss
Magnolia Classic.
"We made a lot of mistakes,"
Barr said of Eastern's 58 tournament
errors. "We learned we control our
own destiny."
Welsh said a way to win some
matches this weekend will depend
on how Eastern's freshmen play.

~t'N Touchdown

Buffet

11 :00- 2:00
$.25 Wings During All Bears games

Svedka Bloody Mary Bar
$1.75 Bloodys-You Make It Your Way
NFL Glassware- You Keep It- $1.50 Refills

minimum 3.25 CUM. GPA
in their graduate course work

Your Choice ...

Application Deadline Date: September 29, 2008
Forms available: Minority Affairs Office
1122 Blair Hall
581-6690 or http://www.eiu.edu/rvminorafflimages/mipapp2pdf. pdf
More info: MIP Informational, Tuesday September 16, 2008 4PM
Greenup Rm. MLK Union

Welcome Back
Students!

Bob Bajekcan be reached at 581 -7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.

SN"FL'TI ( KET

* Graduate student with

* Paid Internships are available
for Spring & Summer
semester 2009

Freshmen libero Brittney Wallace,
setter Hannah Deterding and middle blocker Melanie Boykins had
solid performances at their home
tournament.
"I think they're going to have a
big impact in this upcoming tournament," Welsh said. "It's great to
see the freshmen contribute early
and they will only get better."
The Panthers play Southern
Methodist at 4 p.m. today and
Georgia Tech on 10 a.m. on Saturday.

for your best recovery option

Why local doctors'
Families choose ...
Central Illinois Physical Therapy

r

100 Professional Plaza, Mattoon ll ~
18 West Harrison St. Sullivan ll I!J

Phone (217) 345-1245or (217) 728-81 OOor (217) 235-1245
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MEN'S SOCCER I NORTHERN ILLINOIS/ADIDAS TOURNAMENT

Panthers play first ranked opponent
Eastern to play in-state
rivals from DeKalb
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor
The Eastern men's soccer team
will play in its only regular season
tournament this weekend at the
Northern lUi no is/Adidas Tournament, with the showcase match for
the Panthers being a match against
the No. 14 ranked team in the country by the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America, Northwestern, 11:30 a.m. Friday in DeKalb.
The Wildcats (3-0-1) will be
the first of three nationally ranked
opponents for Eastern (3-1-0) this
season, as the Panthers will also
square off against No. 10 Ohio State
on Oct. 5 and No. 3 Creighton on
Nov. 8.
Eastern head coach Adam Howarth said the match against Northwestern would be a great challenge
for his squad.
"This will be a great test for our
players and show us where we are
compared to the top teams in the
country," Howarth said.
Eastern assistant coach Dino
Raso said the Wildcats are as good
as everyone has said they are.
"They have a lot of special play-

AMIR PRELLBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior forward Brad Peters kicks the ball during practice on Wednesday, Sept. 3. Peters has seven goals on 17
shots this season. The Panthers start the Northern lllinois/Adidas Tournament 11:30 a.m. Friday in DeKalb.

ers," Raso said. "But, we have a lot
of special players that match up well
with what they have. This should
be a good matchup for us and show
where we are as a team."
Northwestern has had six players
score so far this season, with sophomore forward Matt Eliason leading
the way with two goals.
Despite the Wildcats' lofty rank-

ing, Northwestern head coach Tim
Lenahan said he is not taking Eastern lightly.
"We know we are going to have
our hands full against Eastern,"
Lenahan said. "They have two very
good goal scorers in (sophomore
forward Alex Harrison) and (senior
forward Brad Peters). They are dangerous players, and we are looking

forward to a good game this weekend."
The Wildcats have only allowed
one goal in four contests, but Lenahan said the Wildcats ha only done
OK defensively.
"We have a veteran team, and it
always helps when you start with
that," Lenahan said. "Experience so
far in our defense has really helped

us a lot."
Wildcats red-shirt junior goalkeeper Misha Rosenthal has a 0.857
save percentage, stopping six shots
while only allowing one goal.
The Panthers are coming into the
match with a three-game win streak,
after convincing wins against Western Michigan and Indiana-PurdueFort Wayne. The Panthers have outscored opponents 11-6, with Harrison leading the way with three goals
and three assists.
Eastern junior midfielder Jim
Adee said he is excited to play
against the Wildcats.
"This will be our first major test
of the season," Adee said. "Our first
four opponents were good, but they
were weaker compared to Northwestern. We are excited and ready
to go."
In addition to Northwestern,
the Panthers will also play the No.
8 ranked team in the Great Lakes
region, Northern Illinois, at 2:30
p.m. Sunday.
The Huskies (3-0-2) are 1-0-1
at home so far this season and have
outscored opponents 9-2, while
recording two shutouts. The Huskies are coming off a 0-0 tie against
Bradley.
Dan Cusack can be reached at 5817944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

WOMEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN AT BALL STATE

Panthers get back on the road for four matches
Capitalizing on scoring
opportunities key
against Cardinals
By COLLIN WHITCHURCH
Staff Reporter
The Eastern women's soccer
team will try to get into the win
column at 4 p.m. today in Muncie, Ind., when they square off
against Ball State in the first of four
straight road matches.
The Panthers (0-5-1) dropped a
pair of home contests last weekend.
The team fell 1-0 to Wright
State last Friday, before dropping a
4-0 contest to Eastern Michigan on

Sunday.
After the loss to Wright State
senior forward Pam Melinauskas
said the Panthers are going to have
to do a better job of capitalizing on
scoring opportunities if they want
to get in the win column.
"We did a good job of getting
them off balanced," Melinauskas
said. "But the key is that we have
to finish."
Ball State (1-3) is the two time
defending Mid-American Conference Champion.
The only previous meeting
between the schools came last season when the Panthers pulled off a
1-0 victory at Lakeside Field.
Despite the victory, the Cardinals outshot the Panthers 22-5 in
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the match.
Even with Ball State's struggles
to start the season, Panther head
coach Tim Nowak knows the success the Ball State program has had
and expects the match to be just as
competitive as it was a year ago.
"We played a great game against
them last year," Nowak said. "It was
a wonderful game on both sides of
the ball and both teams worked
really hard. I expect the same kind
of thing. We just need to play complete soccer. We need to do all of
the lirtle things like taking care of
the ball when we're supposed to and
challenging all the 50-50 balls."
Collin Whitchurch can be reached at
581 -7944 or at cfwhitchurch@eiu.edu.

AMIR PREUBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshmen defender Erika Prazma dribbles the ball against Eastern Michigan on Sunday at Lakeside Field.
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NATIONAL SPORTS
BASEBALL
St Louis at Pittsburgh I
6:05 tonight on FSN Midwest

TRIPLE THREAT

sp0 RTS

SPORTS EDITOR
Scott Richey
DENsportsdesk@gmail.com

FOOTBALL I EASTERN VS. INDIANA STATE

Running game needed
Spoo says Sycamores
'scary' because of
young players
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor

Trent Mile s
To say Indiana State has struggled
on the gridiron would be like saying
Tom Brady's two torn ligaments in his
knee were a minor injury or Brett Favre
had a minor spat with the Packers. It's a
complete understatement. There's talk
new head coach Trent Miles (above)
has started to turn the Sycamores
around, but one win in the last forty
games is cause for concern.
But if that's not enough college
football misery, here are three more
teams - past and present - that can't
get it done on the field.
1. Duke - The Blue Devils have a
good basketball team. They might be
the New York Yankees of college basketball, they're that good. Duke's football team? Not so good. Like three wins
in their last 37 games. Not good.
2. Tem ple - The Owls play in the
Mid-American Conference. Well, they
try to play at least. Temple might be
turning its program around (five wins
in its last 14 games), but the 200306 seasons were not kind years to the
Owls, as Temple went 4-42.
3. Prairi e View A&M - The Panthers have climbed out of the college
football cellar with a winning season
last year and a 2-0 record to start this
season. But from 1989- 1998, the cellar was their permanent home. Prairie View lost 80 straight games during that 11 -year span - a losing streak
that nearly doubled the Division 1-AA
record for consecutive losses.

- Scott Rkhey

The last time Eastern and Indiana
State met on the football field the
Panthers' ground game led Eastern
to a victory.
Eastern beat Indiana State 54-20
last season as eight Eastern players
combined for 311 rushing yards and
seven rushing touchdowns.
Eastern's rushing offense got
a slow start this season at Central Michigan, but picked up speed
against Illinois this weekend. If history repeats itself, it will be the Panthers' ground game that is utilized
the most when Eastern (0-2) plays
Indiana State at 6 p.m. Saturday at
O'Brien Stadium.
Indiana State head coach Trent
Miles said Eastern's ground game
would be tough to defend against.
He said the Panthers (0-2) are talented up front on the offensive line, and
Eastern has patience and sticks with
running the football.
"They're going to run the football and play action pass you," Miles
said. "I like their offensive line they're strong, and they've got good
size. We haven't stopped the run in
about four years."
The Sycamores (0-1) gave up 413
rushing yards and six touchdowns in
their season-opening loss at Eastern
Michigan - a Football Bowl Subdivision team - on Aug. 28. But the Sycamores have struggled with their run
defense.
Indiana State has given up more
than 200 yards rushing per game the
last four seasons with 305.9 yards
per game in 2007, 301.4 yards per
game in 2006, 257.4 yards per game
in 2005 and 211.7 yards per game in
2004.

AMIR PREUBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Freshmen running back Desmin Ward gets hugged by junior offensive lineman Chaz Millard after scoring a
touchdown against Illinois on Sept. 6, at Memorial Stadium. The Panthers play Indiana State on Saturday.

Despite Eastern's success on the with Spoo that Indiana State is a difground last year against the Syca- ferent team - in terms of players and
mores, Eastern head coach Bob Spoo defensive schemes.
said Indiana State was an entirely difThose schemes are coming from
ferent team.
former Eastern assistant and current
"I think they're a better football Indiana State defensive coordinator
team," Spoo said. "They're kind of Shannon Jackson.
scary because they're playing some
"My familiarity with Shannon
young guys. I'm happy to be home Jackson, he's going to have some difand playing our first home game."
ferent ways to stop the run than they
Eastern offensive line coach/ run had a year ago," H oover said. "I'm
game coordinator Jeff H oover agreed expecting it to be a dogfight."

But the Sycamores are a young
team.
Miles said he had nine true freshmen on the field at one point during
Indiana State's game against Eastern
Michigan.
Miles said his coaching staff is trying to instill a strong work ethic in
his young team as a means to motivate them to want to win.

»

SEE FOOTBAL.L, PAGE 9

MEN' S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY I EIU PANTHER OPEN

ARI HORING

Fron1 the
outside

looking in
Although being a college athlete comes with its perks and
benefits, it isn't always the fantasy it's made out to be.
What happens to the player
who comes to a school specifically to play his sport, but ends up
riding the bench?
What happens if that player works very hard, but knows
that it's hopeless and he'll always
be nothing more than a bench
player?

>>

SEE HORING, PAGE 9

Panthers to use turns to advantage
Familiarity of course
should help Eastern
By BRANDY PROVAZNIK
Staft Reporter
The Panther Trail is full of turns,
Eastern head coach Geoff Masanet
said, and he is expecting his teams
to know how to attack those turns.
"On a course with a good
chunk of turns you really need to
know how to race through them,"
Masanet said. "You can't go to each
one and slow down and then speed
back up. That will kill you."
The Panthers will use their
knowledge of the home course when
they host the EIU Panther Open at
5:30 tonight at the Panther Trail.
Masanet said the Panthers have
run this course enough times they
will know when the turns are coming, which ones are sharper than the
others and they won't need to slow
down to figure any of that out.

KAROLINA STRACK ITHE DAILYEASTERN NEWS
Brad Butler, senior accounting major, completes the final stage of the
four mile race at the Walt Crawford Alumni Meet on Saturday, Sept. 6.

"It is very comfortable and natural for us," senior Katie O'Brien
said. "We know which parts are eas-

ier to run on and make moves on
and what parts are going to be harder."

Sophomore Caitlin Napoleoni
said it is going to be nice knowing
exactly where the mile markers are
and how much further she has to go
from each point.
"I know where the 4K marker
is, and I know that's the last 1,000
(meters) and I have to get it done
there," Napoleoni said. "I know that
right before that is going to be the
hard part. I know which stretches
are coming up and what I need to
do to make it through each part."
Junior Aaron Iaun said it not
only helps the Panthers are on their
home course but also that the course
is in good shape.
"As long as the weather is nice
it should be a fast course and we
should be able to put up some
good times," Iaun said. "The grass is
mowed real short and there are new
rocks on the Panther Trail, and the
course is all rolled out so the footing is even all over."

»

SEE TURN S, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL

WOMEN'S TENNIS

Today at Ole Miss Magnolia Classic I

Today at Bradley Invitational

All Day - Oxford, Miss.

All Day - Peoria

I

MEN'S SOCCER

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Today at NIU Invitational I

Today at Ball State

11 :30 a.m. - DeKalb

3 p.m. - Muncie, Ind.

CROSS COUNTRY

I

Today EIU Panther Invite

I

5:30 p.m. - EIU Panther Trail

1
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PRETEEN POPSTARS
DOMINATE MEDIA
By Sam Sottosanto
Senior Verge Reporter
It happened a week or
so ago when I was driving.
Innocently, I was listening to Eastern's radio station, WEIU Hit-Mix

88.9.
That's when
heard it.
"The last time I freaked out I
I just kept looking down I I stst-stuttered when you asked
me what I'm thinking 'bout."
Wait a second. I know
that song! I love this song!
But hang on here.
That's Miley Cyrus's voice.
I
hate
Miley
Cyrus.
Then it hits me.
I know the tune of the song,
but the words are different - much
different.
That's when I realize where
I've heard that melody before.
On YouTube, user "davedays"
does a parody of the exact song and I love his version of it. I even
downloaded it to my computer.
"Miley, please don't freak out I
You're all I think about I I st-ststutter when my mom catches us
making out."
The entire video revolves around

SAM SOTTOSANTO
SENIOR VERGE REPORTER
a 16-year-old boy so obsessed and
in love with Miley Cyrus that he
carries around a cardboard image of her while his two friends
are telling him he's being an idiot.
In one part of the video, his
friend yells at him, "Are you kidding me? She's, like, only 9!"
So I pose the question: Is all this
Miley Cyrus and Jonas Brothers
crap getting a little bit too much
for America to handle?
Look at how much control
these preteens have on AmerIcas
entertainment
industry.
Everywhere you turn, it's a new
commercial featuring the Jonas
Brothers or a magazine telling me
that, oh my God, Selena Gomez
and Demi Lovato were on "Barney" together when they were kids!
I don't understand this, really.

According
to
factfinder.gov,
only 13.5 percent of the population is between 5 and 14 years
old, the basic "preteen" audience.
Most of America's population is
the Baby Boomers.
Don't you think it would
make more sense to put images of the Rolling Stones
or
the
Beades
somewhere?
mean,
what
is
this?
From what I've noticed, each generation reaches its peak around
the ages of 14 to mid-20s, and
then it starts going downhill from
there and you aren't cool anymore.
Is it because you're getting old and wrinkly and people start thinking you're ugly?
It's not news to me that America
is a community where they think
beauty only lies in the young.
But hang on a second here,
before I go any further: I've
got a confession to make.
I'm a "High School Musical" fan.
And there kind of is one Jonas
Brothers song out there that I like ...
And now that I heard Miley's
song was just like "davedays'" remake, I kinda like it too
Augh!
What is this coming to??

MORE ONLINE!

Clean • Affordable
Qualitv Student Housing

2-3-4-5-6 Bedroom Houses
Check us out at
www.bradleehomeimprovements.com
or caii217-273-0675
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MIDGARD COMICS
I~IfltJJI)il'I,Jf)N Sill~l~

Back lssues-25°/o on
Trade Paperbacks-25°/o on
Supplies-25°/o on
Action Figures-50°/o on
102Westlincoln

217-348-8368

• ART: Artist Beverly Fishman takes silk-screening to a different level by working with
powder-coated aluminum, stainless steel and mylar. She'll lecture about her work at 7
p.m. on Sept. 30 in Tarble Arts Center, and her exhibit is featured at Tarble until Oct. 12.
Staff Reporter Kyle Goeken speaks with Fishman about her mixed-media collections in
this online-exclusive story.

• PAGE ONE PHOTO BY ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI

COMING NEXT WEEK!
·FEATURE: Charleston boasts two performance art theaters in town.

Call Tom@ 708-772-3711 or
Cathy@ 217-254-1311

www.hallbergrentals. com

·COLUMN: Staff Reporter Tyler Angelo waxes poetic on the state of entertainment.
·MUSIC: JoBu, a rock/reggae fusion band, comes to Mac's Uptowner.
• EMMY AWARDS SPECIAL: Get ready for the television awards show of the year with a
checklist of the major categories.

STAFF

CONTACT US
(217) 581-7943

denverge@gmail.com
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Quiznos of Mattoon is looking for energetic, quality
people for a full-time and part-time shift managers
and crew members to join our outstanding teams! We
will be hiring for all positions including basers,
wrappers, & cashiers. Must be available September 22.

Skills/Requirements
-Handles pressure, professionalism, verbal
communication, lifting, teamwork, food sanitation,
basic safety, customer service, equipment
maintenance, attendance, documentation skills.
Please email resume or experience with cover letter
and contact information to quiznos@consolidated.
net. Quiznos is an equal opportunity employer and is
locally owned and operated.
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TOO MUCH OF THE SAME THING
ALBUM REVIEW

BURN
EFFECT

ARTIST:
Linwood
RELEASEDATE:
April1
LABEL:
Waxsaw Records

By Dylan Polk
Staff Reporter
In an age of mediocre lyrics,
bland guitars and lackluster vocals, it's pretty hard to find an album that really signals some sort
of music revolution.
Unfortunately,
Linwood's
"Burn Effect" isn't one of them.
Hailing from Cleveland, Miss.,
this post-grunge four-piece outfit sounds just about as good as
the rest of what MTV is currently calling hard rock.
Not to say the music is terrible.
Well, not all of it anyway.
The album starts off pretty weak with "Lie to You," which
makes the band sound like just
another group of angst-ridden
teens.
Sadly, the melodrama is spread
throughout the entire album, poisoning what could've been a solid, upbeat album with sappy lyrics
about pain and sadness when put

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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WHEN ALL 11 SONGS
AREABOUTTHESAME
THING, IT GETS OLD:'
in the context of a relationship.
Granted, it's not necessarily a
bad thing, but when all II songs
are about the same thing, it just
gets really old really fast.
Fortunately, the album begins
to pick up toward the end.
Songs like "The Dead" and
"Circle" are the album's saving
grace.
Depressing, yes, but it is a refresher from the first few tracks of
mediocrity.
The vocals on the track are
pretty decent and are the only aspect of the album that is consistently good.
The band says they've been in-

fluenced by R.E.M., and it
shows through its lead singer,
Bo Lindsey.
It's almost as if Michael Stipe
quit and joined up with Pearl
Jam.
Except that would be totally
awesome, and they would rock.
It wouldn't be fair to say "Burn
Effect" was totally awful, as that
just isn't true.
It's just one of those albums
you would listen to once every
three months, during which time
it just sits on your shelf collecting
dust while you listen to something
better.

TOP10
SINGLES
Here are the top singles, according to Billboard Magazine's Hot
100. Sales data compiled by
Nielsen/Soundscan.
1."WhateverYou Uke"- T.l.
Grand Hustle/Atlantic.
2. "Disturbia" - Rihanna. SRP/Def
Jam/IDJMG.
3. "So What"Pink. LaFace/
Zomba.
4. "Forever" - Chris
Brown. Jive/Zomba.
S."Paper Planes" - M.I.A. XL.Jinterscope.
6."Dangerous"- Kardinal Offishall feat. Akon. Konlive/Geffen/lnterscope.

7."Viva La Vida"- Coldplay.
Capitol.
S."Cioser" - Ne-Yo. Def Jam/
IDJMG.
9."1'm Yours"- Jason Mraz. AtlantidRRP.
10. "I Kissed a Girl;' Katy Perry. Capitol.

TOP10
ALBUMS

PYGMALION MUSIC FEST

EERIE APPROACH TO MUSIC
By Tyler Angelo
Staff Reporter
Dan Deacon believes heavily in
the presence of a secret society; a
secret society that manipulates the
media, banks and social climate of
most countries.
Deacon is an electronic musician and a member of an art collective called Wham City, based in
Baltimore.
H e said he started creating music on a computer in junior high
school with a MIDI program called
Midisoft. His bizarre lyrics float in
and out of the musical soundscapes
he creates.
"The new themes are about
ghosts, the coming dark age and
bees," Deacon said.
This month, Deacon will assemble his ample array of electronica in the middle of the crowd at
the Canopy Club in Champaign
for the fourth annual Pygmalion
Music Festival.
That is correct, in the middle of
the crowd.
"It's not so unconventional. I
just play on the floor, in the crowd
and I do a lot of group activities,"
Deacon said.
H e has even had three people
propose during his shows on three
separate occasions.
"That made me feel really awesome," he said.
H e is one of the headliners for
the festival, and many look forward
to his peculiar performance.
Seth Fein, the founder and owner of the Pygmalion Music Festival
is one of those people.
"H e possesses a really unique
approach to music, often incorporating instruments that he has created from scratch or manipulated in order to get highly original

PHOTO COURTESY OF DAN DEACON

Dan Deacon manipulates tracks in the middle of the crowd. Deacon will take part in the Fourth Annual Pygmalion Fest in Champaign next week.
sounds," Fein said.
Fein started the Pygmalion Music Festival four years ago because
he felt it was important for him as
an individual to be active in promoting the arts.
He says the festival is "one more
piece of the puzzle to make sure
the people that live here appreciate
the quality of life."
The festival is named after the
last album the band Slowdive recorded. Fein thought it would be
a nice homage to one of his favorite bands.
Fein encourages Eastern students to come to Champaign and
with over 45 sponsors this year,
businesses in the area also welcome
them.
Josh Healey, bar manager at the
Canopy Club, said there are performers other than Deacon to look
forward to at their venue.
He mentioned Robots Coun-

• •••••••••••••
PYGMALION FEST

Who: Dan Deacon
WHERE: Canopy Club, 708 S.
Goodwin Ave., #1 Urbana
WHEN: 12:30 a.m. Thursday night,
Friday morning?
COST: Festival wristband $50, get
in any show during the weekend.
Tickets can also be purchased at
the door.
Last year, 3,700 people attended
Pygmalion, a 300 percent growth
from the year before.
Past acts include Andrew Bird,
Yeasayer, Of Montreal and David
Bazan

terfeiting Money, Black Mountain,
H eadlights and The Hood Internet
as a handful of bands to catch.
H ealey said Canopy Club has

always been one of the main venues for the festival.
"We are pretty much the biggest music venue in town," H ealey said. "The promoter (Seth Fein)
has worked closely with our promoters in the past."
Deacon thinks students may
find true love or broken promises
while watching his performance.
"Maybe you'll fall in love or realize that money is an illusion,"
Deacon said to encourage Eastern
students to come.
Deacon performs at I2:30
Thursday night/Friday morning at
Canopy Club's Small H all.
The Pygmalion Music Festival begins Thursday, Sept. I7, and
ends Saturday, Sept. 20.
More than 75 bands will play
venues including the Canopy
Club, Krannert Art Museum and
the Krannert Center for the Performing Arts.

Here are the top albums, according to Billboard Magazine's Billboard 200. Sales data compiled by
Nielsen/Soundscan.
1. "All Hope is Gone"- Slipknot.
Roadrunner.
2. "LAX" - The Game. Geffen/IGA.
3. "Rock n Roll Jesus"- Kid Rock.
Top Dog/AtlantidAG.
4."A Little Bit Longer" - Jonas
Brothers. Hollywood.
S."Mamma Mia!" - Soundtrack.
Decca.
6. "Tha Carter Ill" - Lil Wayne.
Cash Money/Universal Motown/
UMRG.
7."NowThat's What I Call Country"
- Various artists. Capitol/Sony
BMG/UniversaVUMGN.
S."Love on the Inside: Deluxe Fan
Edition"- Sugarland. Mercury
Nashville/UMGN.
9."Soi-Angel &the Hadley St.
Dreams" - Solange. Music World/
Geffen/IGA.
10. "Viva La Vida or Death and All
His Friends" - Coldplay. Capitol.

WHAT'S IN

YOUR IPOD?

This week: Senior special education major Kaitlin Johnston
1."WhateverYou Uke" - T.l.
2."Johnny and June" - Heidi
Newfield
3. "Lollipop" - Lil Wayne
4."Last Dance with Mary Jane" Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
S."Disturbia"- Rihanna
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A HECTIC BALANCING ACT
Students in bands try to harmonize school, music
The dark blue Ford E-150
bounces violently along the road.
Inside, the van's interior dome
light illuminates the members of
the band, The Signal, as they head
toward their next gig.
But the men aren't discussing
their upcoming set list. Instead,
they desperately study for an exam
the following day.
Students often complain about
a heavy workload, but the band's
lead guitarist Jake Lee wouldn't
have it any other way.
"It gets really hectic to get a
schedule together because we all
have personal schedules to keep,"
he said. "We do the best we can
though."
The Signal is a local band with
three members of the band living in Champaign and its vocalist,
Kyle Goeken, from Charleston.
This makes it much more difficult to meet for practices and performances.
"In the summer it was a lot

easier for us to get together, and
we could practice once or twice
a week," Lee said. "Once school
starts up, we only practice two or
three times a month."
Jake Roth plays guitar and
backs Goeken on vocals in The Signal. H e willingly admits that being
a student and in a band can overwhelm the strongest minds.
"Often the band deals with
more than just gigs and practices,"
he said. "There is a lot of mindnumbing busy work that goes in to
being in a band. School can get to
be too much."
Roth obtained an associate's degree in Liberal Arts and Science
from Parkland Community College. Roth has a part-time job and
has focused more on the band recently than in past years.
While they get paid for their
gigs, Roth said the main motivation is connecting with the audience.
"Anytime you get to play for

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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PLAYING MUSIC
IS A VIRUS ••• IT IS
BETTER THAN ANY
DRUG:'

Kyle Prillamen, drummer ofThe Signal

more than 10 people, and they're
digging the music, it shows you
why you still perform," Roth said.
"All we ask for is enough money to
put gas in the tank. We just like to
share our music."
Kyle Prillamen is the drummer
for The Signal.
"Being in a local band is just
like having a part-time job," Prillamen said. "Of course, it is a really
fun job, but it is still a job."

Bryant Fritz plays drums in the
local band Learn to Fly. Along with
the band and class, Fritz also hosts
two music based radio shows on
WEIU-FM.
"It calls for a busy workload,
but it all revolves around music
so it is worth every minute," Fritz
said.
Fritz's says each band member does his part to make the band
work.

"We all work around each other's schedules and on the same
band schedule," Fritz said. "We
fit in practices and performance
whenever and as often as we can,"
Even with all the scheduling it
is impossible not to feel the pressure of keeping up with the schoolwork load and "a part-time job,"
the band said.
"I can remember playing shows
on a couple of Sundays and not
getting back until late in the evening. Then I had to stay up and
study for an 8 a.m. (class)," Fritz
said. "That's when you really start
to realize how hectic your schedule is."
Most local musicians don't play
music to make it famous or to even
gain money from it. It is something
that they love to do.
"Playing music is a virus," Prillamen said. "It is something that
takes a hold of your mind and totally consumes you. It is better
than any drug."

ATTENTION
LOCAL BANDS
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CONAN
O'BRIEN
TURNS15
By Sam Sottosanto
Senior Verge Reporter

ILLUSTRATION BY
CHRIS LEE I VERGE

FUNNY

I NESS

DOING HIS DAY JOB, JESSE JOYCE COMES TO
THE 7TH STREET UNDERGROUND TONIGHT

By Marco Santana
Verge Editor

••••••••••••••

Jesse Joyce spent the early part
of his life sabotaging his career.
At Duquesne University in
Pittsburgh, he chose majors and
minors he knew would not lead to
a job right out of college.
After college, he worked as a
writer and designer for an advertising agency.
The gig paid well, but he left after one year to head to New York
City to try his hand at stand-up
comedy.
Once in New York, the sabotage
continued.
"I intentionally took jobs I
didn't give a s--- about just so I
could leave them if I had to," he
said.
He did this because since he was
a boy in Pittsburgh, he knew where
his calling lay.
"Doing stand-up is like my astronaut job," he said. '~I I really
want to do is be a stand-up com. "
!C.

What: The comedy
of Jesse Joyce

Joyce, 29, will perform at 9 tonight at 7th Street Underground in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. His performance will
kick off University Board's comedy series.
Joyce's goal has been clear since
as early as his eighth-grade graduation.
In a packet handed out at the
ceremony to parents and teachers,

JESSE JOYCE

Where: Seventh

Street
Underground
When: 9 p.m., Tonight

the 13-year-old wrote that his hobby was "telling funny jokes" and his
ambition was "to be a comedian."
Since then, he has performed
across the United States and in 13
countries around the world, including Malaysia and China.
He has been featured on Comedy Central's "Live at Gotham" series.
He has a part in a feature-length
independent dark comedy, "Stags,"
about four 30-something men
whose friend dies while having sex.
This causes members of the group
to rethink life and change the way
they live.
Joyce plays a recovering alcoholic, which mirrors his own personal demons he faced when he was in
his early 20s.
Joyce said the movie serves as
an example of the sad truth of the
comedy business.
"You have to do something
that's not stand-up in order for
them to give a f--- about your

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
11
DOING STAND-UP IS LIKE
MY ASTRONAUT JOB:'

Jesse Joyce, comedian

stand-up," he said.
When he performs for college
audiences, Joyce said his approach changes a little bit as
compared to clubs.
"You can be a little
smarter with colleges," he
said. "You can be a little
more subtle."
Matt Caponera, University
Board's comedy coordinator, said
he first saw Joyce's name at the National Association of Campus Activities last spring.
This will be the first year Caponera serves as comedy coordinator.
The junior corporate communications major has worked with comedy for the last three years.
"I've been interested in comedy my whole life," said Caponera, who is a part of Eastern's sketch
comedy group, Lunchbox Voodoo.
"I like seeing people laugh and I
try to make people laugh."
For Joyce, comedy made him
the center of attention at his 10year high school reunion.
"I was the most interesting guy
there," he said. "I was carving out a
different path than you would necessarily have."
Although he loves his job, Joyce
has had to endure some struggles
to reach this point.
He once performed in a field in
Altoona, Pa., on the back of a flatbed pickup truck. He used a karaoke microphone to try and entertain an audience made up of about
600 drunken prison guards.
Despite this, Joyce said he
would never want to do anything
else.
"You basically get paid to be
a sarcastic d--- to people," he
said. "It's the coolest thing in the
world."

Conan O 'Brien has made a career of making people laugh.
His humor often attacks others.
But also, many times, he attacks himself, especially
when it comes to what he calls his "pompadour" hairstyle.
Elliot Fitz and Mark Winge say that might be one
thing they would change about him.
"Did you ever see him move his scalp?" Fitz said.
"Dude, it's like ridiculous."
"And it bounces too much," Winge added. "Too
much bounce."
Fitz and Winge are both freshmen history majors
who have been watching the Conan O 'Brien Show for
a while, but more so during the summers.
Late Night with Conan O 'Brien celebrates 15 years
on NBC week.
Next year, O ' Brien will take over for Jay Leno on
the Tonight Show.
Stuart Levine, assistant managing editor at Variety,
said he thinks the show reached its peak at year five.
"He was still a little new, he still had something to
learn," Levine said. "At this point now, it feels like he
needs to move on. It's hard to do a 12:30 show for 15
years."
Levine, who has covered television and film since
1998 at Variety, said O 'Brien's opportunity next year
would benefit O 'Brien.
"He could use a new start," Levine said. "It' ll be interesting to see when he takes over for Jay Leno, how
the ratings will do.
"It'll be very interesting."
Winge thinks O 'Brien has yet to reach his peak.
"I think that if he's replacing Leno, then he still has
yet to reach his peak," he said.
Levine said O 'Brien's skits are original and offbeat.
"I think he's funny, and he's very good at improvising," Levine said. "I just think he has a good sense of
humor."
"He's very obnoxious which some would view as a
good thing," Winge said.
Winge said he especially likes O 'Brien because when
the writer's strike happened late last year, he paid the
writers himself to help him write his jokes, and so he
came back on the air earlier than the rest of the late
night talk shows.
Another aspect of the show fans enjoy is the musical acts.
"They have a lot of new age stuff, things you don't
really hear too much about," Fitz said.
Both Fitz and Winge agree O 'Brien features B-list
celebrities on the show and would like to see him feature A-list celebrities.
Another thing that disappoints Winge and Fitz is
that the show is on late at night, and Fitz is used to going to bed around 11 p.m. on school nights.
In 2009, the Tonight Show will feature Conan
O ' Brien, and Fitz and Winge are looking forward to
the transition.
"I think it's great he's gonna be on earlier, so I can
watch it a lot more," Fitz said.
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THEATER MADNESS
AUDIENCES
BEHAVING
BADLY CAN
RUIN EVEN THE
BEST OF FILMS

1

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ERIN MATHENY I ON THE VERGE

People throwing popcorn, people shouting at the characters onscreen, people getting hot and heavy with that special
someone -these are among the joys of going to the movies. Certain moviegoers seem to feel a need to make watching a film
an interactive experience.
movie a lot of people get really silly," she said.
Special education major Samantha Gusich, who experienced
an incident where popcorn and
M8dv1s were thrown, suggests that
lack of interest may play a role in
bad movie etiquette.
"Sometimes they get bored of
the movie, especially before the
movie starts," she said.
Another major occurrence is
when the audience is too involved
with the film and finds a need to
verbally follow along.

"Maximum, they'll say comments out of seeing things," said
junior philosophy major Andrew
Masters, who has had little problems with bad movie etiquette in
Charleston.
Viewers are expected to be
frightened during a scary movie or
cry over an emotional scene; the
distraction factor comes in when
reaction to a movie is taken out of
context or is exaggerated.
Dramatic feedback is usually represented through cries of not
letting a character in a horror film

get killed by the serial killer, or
hysterical laughter over a scene that
wasn't that funny.
Gusich offers one solution that
may help in alleviating the problems faced in theaters, which concerns the position of security
guards.
"Sometimes they're down by
the exit so maybe (they should
be) up in the seats, not even in
the uniform; like a spy sitting
down watching the movie, but
watching other people," Guisich
said.

8ANGKOK' BRINGS THE YAWNS
By Courtney Bruner
Staff Reporter

MOVIE

BANGKOK
DANGEROUS
STARRING:

Nicholas Cage,
Shahkrit
Yamnarm
DIRECTORS:

Oxide Pang
Chun,Danny
Pang
RUNNING TIME:

99mins.
RATING:R

Here are last weekend's top
10 movies according to the
Associated Press. "Bangkok
Dangerous" took the No. 1 spot in
what was the slowest moviegoing
weekend since 2003."Tropic
Thunder;' No. 1 for the last two
weeks, dropped to No.2.
1. "Bangkok Dangerous;'$7,783,266
2. "Tropic Thunder;'- S7,230,71 0
3. "The Dark Knight;' - $5,515,119
4."The House Bunny;' $5,512,870
5."Traitor,' - $4,274,297
6."Babylon A.D;'- $4,180,570
?."Death Race;' - $3,710,915
8."Disaster Movie;' - $3,031,307
9."Mamma Mia!;'- $2,855,945
10. "Pineapple Express;' $2,255,875

By Alesha Bailey
Staff Reporter
Andrea Stec doesn't attend movies very often.
But that doesn't mean she hasn't
had interesting experiences with
people causing an extreme disturbance.
"One time I was at the movies
and this couple was having sex, and
they got escorted out," Stec said.
Improper behavior in movie
theaters or any public place is never
a good thing, no matter how drastic or minor the rude incident may
be.
So why do some audience members act as if they can do whatever
they please in theaters?
There hasn't been a set study
over deviant behavior in public
places, let alone movie theaters.
Some insights on why this phenomenon exists can be gained from
people who have been to movies
before and have witnessed or experienced bad behavior.
Tricia Erlenmeyer says that
movie etiquette of viewers depends
on the type of movie shown.
"It seems like if it's a comedy

LAST WEEKEND
BOX OFFICE

When one first hears that
"Bangkok Dangerous" was a remake of a Thai film by the same
name, it is hard not to wonder
why the Pang brothers would want
to remake this movie.
The plot is not that creative.
The action scenes were really not
that special, and the actors were
not that good.
Without the help of the attractive scenery, this movie should
have been skipped completely.
Joe (Nicolas Cage) is a welltrained hitman on his last job.
H e is hired by Surat (Nirattisai
Kaljaruek), a major crime boss, to
kill four men.
Joe hires Kong (Shahkrit Yamnarm) to be his errand boy, and
plans to kill him when his job is
done. However, he begins to like
Kong and teaches him to fight.
After getting a cut while on a
job, Joe heads to a small pharmacy where he meets Fon (Charlie
Yeung), a deaf- mute woman, and
invites her to go to dinner.

H e starts to slowly fall in love
with her until he makes a critical
mistake that drives her away.
At the same time, Surat feels it
is time to "clean house" and get rid
of]oe before he gets rid of him.
We have heard it all before.
Some killer becomes remorseful
after falling in love with a woman
and mentoring some young man.
There was a crime boss in charge
and many people die.
There
is
really
nothing
creative
about
this.
It was a new killer and a new setting, but nothing about this movie really screamed "original." It
was almost too predictable to be a
good action movie.
Bang! Someone shoots somebody. Isn't that in every action
movie? Most movies try to add
something new to this idea, but
not "Bangkok Dangerous."
Shooting is about all one gets
with this movie. Someone does get
their arm chopped in one scene,
and someone else gets blown up in
the next. The rest was pretty plain.
Kaljaruek is supposed to be the
"bad guy."

Yet, he is portrayed as a sweaty
coward. He needed to be more
forceful rather than wimpy in order to play the big crime boss.
None of the female characters
had any big speaking parts in this
movie.
The Pang brothers almost made
these women seem unimportant
and useless. It would have been
nice to know about these female
counterparts.
At least this movie was colorful. The city of Bangkok
was shown with bright lights
and plenty of flare. There
were Thai people everywhere
and everything was moving
around. It was a rather nice picture.
Another scene showed Joe and
Fon in a Buddhist temple. It was
almost breathtaking to see the giant statues and beautiful walls of
silver and gold. The candlelight
added to the mood of the prerequisite love scene.
Overall, this is a movie to rent
once, when everyone is bored and
doesn't really feel like thinking too
much. Skip the movie theater.

NEW RELEASES
THIS WEEKEND
"Burn After Reading" (R)

George Clooney, Brad Pitt and
John Malkovich star in the Coen
brothers' story of a ex-CIA official
whose memoirs fall into the
hands of two gym employees.
"The Women" (PG-13)

Meg Ryan and Annette Bening
play friends whose relationship is
tested by marital infidelity. Jada
Pinkett-Smith and Debra Messing
also star.
"Righteous Kill" (R)

Two New York City detectives
(Robert De Niro and AI Pacino)
hunt for a serial killer who's
targeting other criminals.
Tyler Perry's The Family That
Preys (PG-13)

Two unlikely friends (Aifre
Woodard and Kathy Bates) try
to save their families when their
adult children get involved in a
series of scandals.

NEWDVD
RELEASES
"The Love Guru" (PG-13)

Mike Myers stars as a
wacky guru devoted
to helping solve
couples' romantic
problems.
"Made of Honor"
(PG-13)

Patrick Dempsey
stars as a man who is
asked by his best friend (Michelle
Monaghan) to be the"maid" of
honor in her wedding.
"Speed Racer"(PG)

Ayoung racecar driver (Emile
Hirsch) must win a daunting race
and take on his biggest rival to
save his family.

- Compiled by Juliette Beaulieu
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TV REVIEW

1

9021 0' RETURN DISAPPOINTS

By Sarah Ruholl
Staff Reporter
In one of the first scenes of the
new "Beverly Hills: 90210," the
most popular guy in school, Ethan
Ward (Dustin Milligan, "Supernatural"), gets caught receiving
oral sex in his shiny, black SUV
from a girl who is definitely not
his girlfriend.
The scene pretty much sums
up the aesthetic of the whole show
and there are several parallels between the scene and the show. The

show seems like a great idea and it
looks really good.
But, sadly, it's not as good as
hoped and you know it isn't what
you really want.
But you watch the show anyway, in hopes it will be better than
you'd expect.
New arrivals to town, Annie
(Shenae Grimes, "Degrassi: The
Next Generation") and her adopted brother Dixon Wilson (Tristan
Wilds, "The Wire"), are the new
principal's kids. Immediately their
lives begin to entwine with the

cool kids' world of lying, cheating
and general debauchery.
In the roughly 80 minutes of
actual show, around 30 plot elements were revealed. That figures
up to a "twist" every 2.67 minutes.
Doesn't that strike you as just a
bit absurd?
The first hour built up to Naomi Clark's (Annalynne McCord,
"Nip/Tuck'') 16th birthday party,
sort of. Naomi, the evil queen bee,
mentions it a few times, and her
parents use it as an excuse for her
never turning in homework.

When the principal demands
that she write an overdue book report, she gets Annie to give her
an old one and copies it word for
word. We also learn of pill addictions, lacrosse team fights, hidden
talents and every manner of relationship drama imaginable.
Recent hit teen dramas, such
as Gossip Girl, are indebted to the
original 90210, which ran from
1990 to 2000. This makes the
weak rip-off that is the new "Beverly Hills: 90210" that much more
disappointing.

TOP FIVE
TV RATINGS
The power of the"Hoff" knows no
boundaries! David Hasselhoff's
(pictured) newest vehicle took
two of the top Nielsen spots this

week.
1."America's GotTalent:' NBC.
2. "Deal or No Deal (Monday):'
NBC.
3."America's
GotTalent
(Wednesday):' NBC.
4."Twoand
a half Men:'
CBS.
5."60 MinuteS:'
CBS.

The Associated Press

TOP CONCERT
TOURS
The top concert tours going on
right now according to Pollstar
numbers.
1. Kenny Chesney
2.Coldplay
3. Neil Diamond
4. The Police
5. Dave Matthew Band

The Associated Press

TOP FIVE
SELLING DVDS
ERIN MATHENY I O N THE VERG E

Eastern journalism professor Brian Poulter straightens a photo from his show"Forced Photography; which is on display in the Tarble Arts Center. The show will be on
display until Sept. 28.

Professor points, shoots life
By Courtney Bruner
Staff Reporter
As Jim Standerfer reached to
grab a beer out of Walt Ledbetter's
fridge, he noticed a rattlesnake Ledbetter had killed.
Standerfer figured the Mississippi man would probably eat the
dead reptile later.
Standerfer, an English teacher at
Casey-Wesrfield High School, and
Eastern journalism professor Brian
Poulter met Ledbetter at a McDonald's in Mississippi.
They had been experiencing a
bit of southern hospitality - complete with bacon-wrapped grilled
duck Ledbetter killed himself.
"If you want to know what it
tastes like, imagine the best food
you had ever tasted. Now imagine that food wrapped in bacon,"
Standerfer wrote in a blog.
The blog was part of a project he
and Poulter worked on during the
summer. The pair took a two-week
trip on their motorcyles that took
them from New Orleans to Minnesota. Poulter took photos during
the trip and Standerfer took care of

the writing side.
The result is the itty-bitty photo
blog project, on display in the Tarble Arts Center until Sept. 28.
The display contains several 4by-6 photos from the journey as
well as photos Poulter shot with
a point-and-shoot camera in and
around Charleston.
Poulter wanted to prove one can
take great pictures using a regular,
unsophisticated camera.
"You can give Picasso the cheapest paint, and he could still paint,"
he said.
Short written entries by Standerfer explain the photos.
The photos include everything
from a man in a bunny suit at Eastern's Homecoming to a picture of
a road covered in water and a photo of the lllinois memorial at the
Vicksburg Battlefield Museum in
Vicksburg, Miss.
Poulter had two rules for the
trip. The duo had to drive on the
back roads, and he could only use a
point-and-shoot camera.
The two did not plan where they
were staying or even what towns
they would hit along the way.

••••••••••••••
CHECK IT OUT
WHAT: Forced Photography
WHERE:Tarble Arts Center
WHEN:Through Sept. 28
FOR MORE INFO: (217) 581 -ARTS

"Every day was a surprise,"
Standerfer said.
One surprise occurred in Mississippi, where they met Ledbetter.
Ledbetter approached the two because of their Illinois license plates.
Poulter said the first thing Ledbetter remarked was that they had
driven a long way to eat McDonald's. Ledbetter rode with Poulter
and Standerfer and show them the
back roads in the area.
After a physically demanding
day of riding on their bikes, Ledbetter took them back to his house
where he served them their fowl
treat. Ledbetter was not the only
person they met during the trip.
People from all over stopped and
spoke with the men.
"If you're doing something

weird, people like you," Poulter
said.
They both were taken out of
their comfort zones and talked to
many people they had never met
before. Many people helped them
along their trip.
One man, during a particularly nasty storm, called around until he could find someone to check
out the weather so that Poulter and
Standerfer knew when it would be
safe to ride again.
Poulter and Standerfer did have
some trouble with riding the bikes
on gravel.
During the trip, both had accidents that took them and their
bikes down. Standerfer claimed he
and Poulter had morning/evening
pain killer rituals.
"I lived through this one,
though the next trip I take might
be on foot," Standerfer said.
Both men felt that the trip was a
positive experience despite their obstacles.
"I would be lying if I said I
didn't like it," Poulter said.
For more of Poulter's photos,
visit www.ittybittyphoto.com.

The top selling DVDs right now
according to Pollstar numbers.
1. "Camp Rock," Buena Vista Home
Entertainment.
2. "Street Kings;' 20th Century Fox.
3. "Hannah Montana and Miley
Cyrus: Best of Both Worlds Concert:' Buena Vista Home Entertainment.
4. "The Scorpion King 2: Rise of a
Warrior,' Universal Studios Home
Video.
5. "Dexter: The Second Season;'
Paramount Home Entertainment.

The Associated Press

TOP FIVE
VIDEO SALES
The top selling VHS videos right
now, according to Billboard numbers.
1. "20,000 Leagues Under the Sea;'
Buena Vista Home Entertainment
2. "Bill Cosby's Picture Pages;' Front
Row Home Video.
3. ''Yoga Conditioning for Athletes;' Gaiam Video.
4. "Sesame Street Presents: Follow
that Bird;'Warner Home Video
5. "Netting Hill;' Universal Studios
Home Video.

The Associated Press
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ENTERTAINMENT NEWS I OUR TAKE

PAUL MOSELEY I MCT

Britney Spears walked away with three Moon men awards at the MTV Video Music Awards Sunday, Sept. 7. 'Piece of Me' won Best Female Video, Best Pop Video and Video of the Year.

Spears shouldn't have won awards
By SARAH JEAN BRESNAHAN
Development Director
Britney Spears won three Moon men
at the MTV Video Music Awards on
Sunday Sept. 7. Her single, "Piece
of Me," won Best Female Video, Best
Pop Video and Video of the Year.
Our take: I have never really given
much thought to the tabloid fervor

over Britney Spears, but the fact that
she won Video of the Year makes me
gag. There are so many other artists
that should have won the award, like
the Ting Tings or Rihanna, and most
of them weren't even on the list of
nominees. To me, Spears has never
lived up to the hype surrounding her
name, nor will she ever. She is built
up as this generation's Madonna, but
no one will ever be able to compare

her half-hearted attempts to reach
The Blond One's immeasurable star
power.

HOLLYWOOD LACKING
ORIGINALITY
Steven Spielberg, Dream Works and
Paramount Pictures are involved
in a lawsuit claiming 'Disturbia' is

around
GO SEE THIS:

COMEDIAN JESSE JOYCE, AS FEATURED ON COMEDY
CENTRAL, PERFORMS FREE AT 7TH STREET UNDERGROUND

this weekend
Comedy: Jesse Joyce
Time: 9 p.m.
Place : 7th Street Underground
Cost: Free
Faculty Chamber Recital
Magie Smith, clarinet
Maureen Murchie, violin
Paul Johnston, piano
Time: 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Place : Tarble Arts Center
Cost: Free
581 -6582
Music: Inept, American Taxi,
Colourmusic, Swizzle Tree
and more
Time: p.m.
Place : Canopy Club, 708 S.
Goodwin Ave., Urbana
Cost: $7
344-2263
Music: Sippy and the Night
Owls
Time: 10 p.m.
Place : Mac's Uptowner
Cost: $3
345-4622
Movie: Sex and the City
Time: 7 p.m.
Place : Buzzard Auditorium
Cost: Free

Our take: Aren't most movies these
days some kind of rip off of a past
movie? I really don't understand
why it's such a big deal. Coming
up with an original movie plot isn't
something Hollywood is good at,
and the general public has accepted
this, consciously or not. The Harold

WEDNESDAY

the week ahead in charleston and the region

FRIDAY

a rip off of Alfred Hitchcock's 'Rear
Window:

Music: Motion City
Soundtrack, Dear & The
Headlights & Margot & The
Nuclear So & So's
Time:6 p.m.
Place : Canopy Club, 708 S.
Goodwin Ave., Urbana
Cost: $17
344-2263

THURSDAY
Court of Elm w/ The Signal
Checkerboard Stalemate,
and Curb Service
Time:9 p.m.
Place : University of Illinois'
Student Union
Cost: Free
www.union.uiuc.edu/illinites/

SATURDAY
Bags 'n' U
Free Tailgate Event
Time: 4:30 to 6 p.m.
Place : O'Brien Stadium
Cost: Free
581 -6435

Movie: Sex and the City
Time: 7 p.m.
Place : Buzzard Auditorium
Cost: Free

Music: Fifth Floor Mercy, Philip Holthaus and The
Third Flight
Time: 9 p.m.
Place : Canopy Club, 708 S.
Goodwin Ave., Urbana
Cost: $5 before 9 p.m., $7 after
344-2263

Music: The Fuz
Time: 10 p.m.
Place : Mac's Uptowner
Cost: $4
345-4622

SUNDAY
Latino Heritage Banquet
Latin American food, perfomance by Hector Silveira y su
Orquestra, Dance, Music
Time: 5:30 p.m.
Place : Grand Ballroom, Union
Cost: S15 general public, $8
students
581 -6690

Music: Dave Campbell ofThe
Fuz, Bill Smith a coustic sets
Time:9 p.m.
Place : Mac's Uptowner
Cost: Free
345-4622

Music: Gospel Open Mic
Night
Time:6 p.m.
Place : 1501 Buzzard Hall
Cost: Free
581 -7051

Music: Pygmalion Music Festival
Underpaid Packy, The Brother Whys, Everthus the Deadbeats, Eureka Sky and Checkerboard Stalemate
Time: Doors at noon, show at
4:30p.m.
Place : Canopy Club, 708 S.
Goodwin Ave., Urbana
Cost: $5
344-2263

James Oliver: Rural Happenings Lecture
Time: 7 p.m.
Place : Tarble Arts Center Atrium
Cost: Free
581 -2787

Music: Pygmalion Music Festival
Dan Deacon, Dark Meat,
Monotonix and Robots Counterfeiting Money
Time: Doors at 8 p.m., show at
9:30p.m.
Place : Canopy Club, 708 S.
Goodwin Ave., Urbana
Cost: S12 in advance, S14 at
door
344-2263

and Kumar movies and films like
Superbad and Pineapple Express are
nothing more than newer versions
of Cheech and Chong films, but
nobody is complaining about that.
Personally, I thought "Rear Window"
was a little on the boring side, while
"Disturbia" kept me on the edge of
my seat.

Music: Hairbanger's Ball
' 80s Rock Cover Band
Time: 10 p.m.
Place : Panther Paw Bar & Grill
Cost: $5
345-7849

CONTINUOUS
EVENTS
"itty-bitty photo blog" by
Brian Poulter
Time: Through Sept. 28
Place : Tarble Arts Center
581 -2787

"Rural Happenings" by
James Oliver
Time: Through Oct. 12
Place : Tarble Arts Center Main
Galleries
581 -2787
"Optical Unconscious" by
Beverly Fishman
Time: Through Oct. 12
Place : Tarble Arts Center Main
Galleries
581 -2787

Library Orientation Tours
Time: 6 p.m. Mondays, 11 a.m.
Tuesdays and 5 p.m. Wednesdays through Sept. 30
Place : Booth Library North
Foyer
581 -6072

Ruth Duckworth: Ceramics
and Bronze Sculpture
Time: Saturday through Oct. 6
Place : Tarble Arts Center
Cost: Free
581 -2787

